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Chapter 1

Introduction

For several years, eScience has tried to provide a unified environ-
ment that supports experimental, theoretical, and computational
science. According to this paradigm, theories are explored with
models and complex multi-scale simulations, and are verified by
experiments (Figure 1.1). Data are1 further investigated to iden-
tify patterns that can provide hints for more theories, and lead
from data to information, information to knowledge and knowledge
to wisdom.

Data are a collection of symbols that can be stored, processed,
transformed and transferred by computers. For data to become in-
formation, they are processed and transformed to provide answers
to questions such as what or where. Knowledge is derived from data
and information by answering how questions. This means combin-
ing data, information and a model that represents a transforma-
tion process. Wisdom is then acquired by using and synthesizing
knowledge, judgment and intuition [3, 4]. This repeated process has
resulted in a significant increase in data, which is challenging for

1There is a debate whether data should be plural or singular. According
to some, data is the plural form of the Latin datum. For others the usage has
evolved to singular. IEEE allows both based on author preference [1]. UK
scientific publishing prefers treating it as a plural [2]. In this thesis, we shall
refer to data as plural.

1
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Scientific process in the big data era. Experiments or
simulations verify some theory, and both produce data that are
further investigated to identify patterns that may produce more
theories. This illustration is based on the ideas expressed in [14].

researchers and the infrastructure that they use [5, 6]. Researchers
have been distracted from their domain-specific problems by the
need to manage the processing, movement, storage and archiving
of the ever-increasing datasets [7]. At the same time, the infras-
tructure is often stretched by the size and rate at which data are
generated as well as the fragmentation and distribution of data [4].

The advancement of computational and numerical techniques in
areas such as medical applications has produced results including
accurate models of the human heart or simulations than can pro-
vide detailed insights to cerebral aneurysms [8, 9]. One key factor
for these kind of applications is the acquisition of quantitative and
high-quality biological data. It is therefore important to integrate
and move data stored in different locations, and to make them avail-
able to scientific applications [10]. This requires the development
of new methods and tools which will support scientific discovery in
terms of data-transfer capabilities [11, 12, 13].
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1.1. Background 3

1.1 Background

Typically, the first step in the execution of scientific applications is
to access one or more datasets. In most cases, datasets are not in
the same location as the application. Scientific applications are of-
ten distributed on different locations to harness the power of multi-
ple CPUs, and can be treated as data-modification pipelines. Each
task in the pipeline feeds data to the next until the result is com-
puted and analysed.

Scientific applications are often modeled as scientific workflows
which bring together loosely coupled tasks in a consistent manner
to provide a description of the execution of a higher-level appli-
cation [15]. Scientific workflows orchestrate data transformations.
Each task in a workflow represents an abstract process or compu-
tation. Workflows rely on scientific workflow management systems
(SWMSs) to map abstract tasks to concrete applications that will
be executed using specific resources. Computation and storage re-
sources are provided by eInfrastructures. The term eInfrastructures
refers to resources (computation, communication, storage, etc.) as
well as related services that are used by the scientific community
to conduct research. eInfrastructures can be composed of clusters,
grids and clouds, and may be interconnected with high-capacity
networks.

An eInfrastructure may include singular, large-scale research
installations, collections, special habitats, libraries, databases, bio-
logical archives, clean rooms, integrated arrays of small research in-
stallations and high-capacity/high-speed communication networks.
It may also include highly distributed capacity and capability com-
puting facilities, data infrastructure, research vessels, satellite and
aircraft observation facilities, coastal observatories, telescopes, syn-
chrotrons and accelerators, networks of computing facilities, as well
as infrastructural centres of competence which provide a service for
the wider research community based on an assembly of techniques
and know-how.

To use and coordinate the resources offered by eInfrastructures,
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4 Chapter 1. Introduction

it is necessary to add an abstraction layer. Service Oriented Ar-
chitecture (SOA) is a popular approach for building distributed
applications. SOAs delivers functionality as a service that can be
discovered and used by clients through standardized descriptions
[16]. Web services are widely employed to realize SOAs, and can
be described as distributed and often stateless computation ele-
ments. Therefore, web services are useful abstraction-layer over
applications and resources, and help to bring together, coordinate,
and organize eInfrastructures.

1.2 Motivation

The inspiration for this thesis comes from real-world problems that
eScience applications face. For example, in scientific applications
such as medical or astronomy, inefficient data transfers from storage
resources to processing tasks can cause severe execution delays.
Similarly, in text mining, it is important to analyse and transfer
large numbers of documents between processing tasks.

The transportation of data between tasks and storage creates
several challenges. Web Service invocation protocols, which are of-
ten used in scientific application, are not suitable for large data
transfers as they do not offer a scalable and fast way for transport-
ing large datasets [17, 18]. This is particularly necessary for legacy
services that tend to use the invocation protocol for transporting
large amounts of data. Many invocation protocols may bloat the
message size by a factor of ten. In addition, parsing large XML
documents is expensive in terms of processing time [19]. The ineffi-
ciency of web-service invocation protocols results in an abundance
of highly descriptive interoperable application components that are
unable to consume or produce substantial amounts of data. A com-
monly used workflow execution model is orchestration, where web
services that participate in a workflow exchange messages through
a centralized SWMSs [15]. Although this approach provides better
control over the execution, it is inefficient for transferring data [20].
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1.2. Motivation 5

A more effective way to exchange data between workflow tasks is
by using file exchanges [21, 22]. However, temporary files are saved
in the task’s location before being transferred to some storage re-
source. After the data are in the storage resource, the subsequent
consuming task may begin to analyse them. This approach re-
sults in an unnecessary demand for storage resources, and slows
the workflow execution time.

The moving, sharing and accessing data between workflow tasks
is also challenging. In spite of the effort to move computation to
the data, there are cases where this is not possible because of a
lack of computing power or the need for specialized hardware or
software to process the data. Moreover, the nature of some scien-
tific collaborations requires data to be moved to the locations of
each collaborator [23]. Horizontal scaling (scale out) is adopted as
the mainstream approach to solve data-intensive problems. This
approach results in applications being pulled apart across many in-
frastructures, and parts of datasets or even entire datasets have to
follow the applications into scaled-out infrastructures.

Many workflows need to use data stored in geographically dis-
tributed sources. The distribution makes data discovery difficult
and timeconsuming. SWMSs has to handle a multitude of data
access endpoints. For each endpoint, SWMS has to ensure that
data are correctly transferred to the location at which they will be
processed. This makes data provisioning difficult and increases the
failure rate of workflow executions.

The types of storage resources that hold datasets differ greatly
from one another, and migrating data to a single data resource
type or homogenizing storage is not always practical or feasible.
Moving massive amounts of data or installing and maintaining large
software stacks to enable data access through different clients is not
simple. Further, forcing SWMSs to maintain a large set of clients
that are able to access all storage resources that often implement
ad-hoc interfaces is also not practical or feasible.

The Open Access policy of scientific data has been pushed by
both the scientific communities and public funding agencies [24]. A
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6 Chapter 1. Introduction

number of initiatives, such as the Open Access Infrastructure for
Research in Europe (OpenAIRE) [25], the Registry of Open Ac-
cess Repositories (ROAR) [26] and the Directory of Open Access
Repositories (OpenDOAR) [27] aim to promote data sharing be-
tween research communities. One of the big challenges facing the
Open data movement is the accessibility to the data regardless of
technology or location.

The ever-increasing interdisciplinary and international collabo-
rations in areas such as environmental sciences [28], brain modelling
[29] and medical applications [30]require an effective means of ac-
cessing, exchanging and sharing data between scientists [31, 32].
Many research groups and laboratories have a wealth of data that
are not necessarily large in terms of volume, but which are “locked
up” on laptops and small servers. Making this kind of data easier
to share could improve research through the re-use of data [33, 34].

1.3 Research Methodology

Investigations presented in this thesis were based on two paradigms
of computer science: design and modelling [35], and we therefore
followed the typical methodology employed for design science [36].
The main role of design research is to create artifacts for solving
practical problems, and to study them as they are developed and
used. Hence, the outcomes of the entire process are artifacts and
contextual knowledge about them. The main steps in design re-
search are:

• explanation of a problem,

• definition of the requirements,

• modelling,

• design and development of artifacts and the

• demonstration and evaluation of artifacts.
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1.4. Research Objectives 7

According to this methodology, we first formulated a research
question, formed a general hypothesis, and developed research ob-
jectives. Next, we analysed existing solutions to find gaps between
the current state and the objective state. This enabled us to de-
fine detailed functional and structural requirements, which were the
basis for design and development methods as well as systems for
data transfer and federation. We experimentally validated, demon-
strated and evaluated the explained systems [35], and we compared
them with existing solutions.

1.4 Research Objectives

The nature of scientific workflows and datasets demands efficient,
scalable and flexible data movement, sharing and access between
workflow tasks, users, and storage resources. The rate and volume
of data are growing rapidly. To store these data, many distributed
and heterogeneous resources are used, ranging from sophisticated
storage frameworks to simple file servers. To cope with the volume
and rate of data creation, and to enable scientific progress, it is
necessary to harness all available computational resources.

The size of individual academic research infrastructures is not
always enough to facilitate all computational demands. To take ad-
vantage of parallelism, data has to be split, transferred and analysed
in several locations which build workflows composed of distributed
tasks. However, a major bottleneck in the execution of workflows
is the transfer of data either between workflow tasks or between
storage resources and workflow tasks. It is not always easy to use
efficient solutions, and they often require a steep learning curve.
Therefore, it is important for data transfer not only to be efficient,
but also easy to use.

Increasing the amount of data that can be processed requires
new methods for federating and transferring data on a large scale.
These methods should be efficient and easy to use, which formulates
our research question as:
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How to effectively and seamlessly orchestrate the trans-
fer of data between distributed locations to support di-
verse scientific workflows and to cope with the increasing
volume and rate of scientific data.

While many workflow tasks are implemented as web services as
they provide an abstraction layer over applications and resources,
many of them use the invocation protocol to transfer data. More-
over, workflow tasks often need to utilize data from distributed and
heterogeneous resources. Figure 1.2 summarizes this and provides
an overview of our objective, which is to provide the framework
that enables data to move seamlessly across storage resources and
computation tasks.

Our hypothesis is that: a) a direct data delivery model
which is distinct from the invocation protocol, but con-
trolled by it will reduce the execution time of workflows,
and b) data federation can integrate data and make them
available to workflow tasks in a transparent manner.
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1.4. Research Objectives 9

Figure 1.2: In this thesis, we investigate methods and tools that
will provide a framework to transfer data seamlessly across storage
resources and computation tasks. Individual workflow tasks can
be seen as data processors of a larger system, while the methods
and architectures for data transfer are the essential components of a
global data processing environment, which enables us to coordinate,
analyse and synthesize data and information.

To this end, we set the following research objectives:

1. Determine scalable methods for data transfer between
web services.

2. Develop a federation method which enables eScience
applications to transparently and seamlessly combine
and analyse data from heterogeneous and distributed
locations.

3. Investigate scalable methods to improve federation
performance using distributed modules, and better
coordinate them by integrating network resources us-
ing software defined networking (SDN).

The ability to transfer significant volumes of data between web
services is important, especially when used within eScience appli-
cations. Web services offer an appealing paradigm for developing
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10 Chapter 1. Introduction

scientific applications by providing interoperability and flexibility.
Web services allow developers to encapsulate the internal imple-
mentation of an application within a service, and to provide a de-
scriptive interface of its methods and data types to its consumers.
This approach enables service owners to adapt the internal imple-
mentation without changing the way that it is accessed by service
clients. Scientific workflows are often created by coordinating web
services with orchestration or choreography. In service orchestra-
tion, all data are passed to the SWMS before delivery to a sub-
sequent web service. In choreography, although data are delivered
directly to the consuming web services, this is usually done through
the invocation protocol. Significant performance issues occur when
large amounts of data are exchanged via the invocation protocol.
The use of temporary intermediate files to communicate between
web services can solve this performance issue, but it may slow down
workflow executions. Temporary intermediate files force subsequent
tasks of a workflow to wait for the data producing task. Moreover,
this approach incurs additional unnecessary demands on the storage
resources.

Data federation aims to aggregate data located at different lo-
cations, and it aims to provide to applications and users a unified
view of these data. As data are generated by different groups,
institutes and disciplines, they are stored in many locations. Dif-
ferent data generators use different technologies and frameworks to
store their data. Examples of these frameworks are data grids and
storage clouds. Data grids are used to access, modify and trans-
fer large amounts of data, which are replicated in distributed and
independent resources. Data grids use a variety of storage tech-
nologies, many of which are difficult to use. Storage clouds store
data in logical containers, and are replicated on several resources
which are owned and managed by one hosting company. Cloud
storage frameworks and vendor use many different, and in many
cases proprietary Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and
users often find their data locked to a specific vendor. In addi-
tion to clouds and grids, a lot of data are stored on simple file
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1.5. Design Requirements for Data Transfers 11

servers, making the data sharing challenging. Scientific workflows
often need to combine several datasets, and in some cases, make
them available for tasks that are created from legacy applications
capable of reading data only from their local disk.

The emergence of network programmability through software
defined networking (SDN) has created unprecedented opportuni-
ties to enable network provisioning for I/O and data-intensive ap-
plications, and the programmability of the network can improve
the performance and reliability of data transfers. However, the
opportunity to program the network should not introduce an addi-
tional layer of complexity to data transfers; it should be seamless
and transparent to applications that should not be exposed to data
access and data transfer specifics.

A class of data-intensive workflows tends to use multiple tasks
that need to consume data. Making data available through a sin-
gle entry point greatly simplifies the development of workflows and
applications. A single entry point also ensures a consistent shared
global namespace. However, this can be a significant bottleneck for
the performance of workflows. While access distribution is benefi-
cial from a performance and load perspective, it nullifies the pur-
pose of data federation. Data storage federation has to address the
consistency, availability, partition (CAP) theorem where any net-
worked shared-data system can satisfy two of the three properties,
i.e., consistency, availability, and partition tolerance.

1.5 Design Requirements for Data Trans-

fers

The methods and architectures that enable data access and ex-
change should follow a loosely coupled approach. Such an approach
allows users and application developers to use off-the-shelf software
to interact with the components of a system. To deliver architec-
tures that can effectively move access and share data, they would
have to be scaled with the increase of data volumes and demand. To
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increase the scientific productivity, it is also necessary for data ar-
chitectures to provide an abstraction layer to users, applications and
developers. Moreover, these architectures should consider legacy
components and data consistency to minimize duplication of work
and to ensure that workflow results are consistent.

Loosely coupled: System components should be loosely coupled.
By following this approach in a system, it allows for components to
have the least possible dependency on each other. When compo-
nents have little direct knowledge of each other, problems are eas-
ily isolated. Testing, maintenance and troubleshooting procedures
are simplified. Loosely coupled systems are flexible, can adapt to
changes and may take advantage of many different technologies. A
crucial element of loosely coupled systems is the use of standard-
ized protocols, which allow the interaction between many different
components and improve versatility. Moreover, this design choice
allows users and application developers to use off-the-shelf software
to interact with components of a system.

Scalable: To deliver architectures that can effectively move ac-
cess and share data between tasks, they would have to handle a
growing amount of load. These systems should be able to han-
dle both the increased data volume and demand. In this case, the
demand may be from users or other tasks. To cope with the in-
creasing data volumes, architectures should make use of protocols
and techniques that are suitable for large data.

Abstraction: It is necessary for data architectures to provide an
abstraction layer to users, applications and developers [37]. This
results in easy-to-use solutions that increase the scientific produc-
tivity and enable user communities to use eInfrastructures. This
way, scientists can focus on their applications instead of having to
manage a complex underlying infrastructure.
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Brownfield oriented: This term is borrowed from urban plan-
ning. Brownfield describes land that was previously developed, and
which is often polluted. In computer science, it refers to the devel-
opment of systems that take into consideration legacy applications
or systems [38]. Usually, existing workflow tasks are difficult to re-
implement. By taking into consideration legacy tasks, we minimize
the duplication of work. It also offers the ability to improve and
expand existing software that has been proved useful for scientists
who use them in workflows. Such an approach should minimize the
disruption to components that already use the legacy task.

Consistency: Scientific applications are often modelled as work-
flows, and one of their objectives is to increase task parallelism.
Parallel task execution creates challenges for data access and trans-
fers. To increase data availability to parallel and distributed work-
flow tasks, data are often distributed. However, workflow tasks
often have read-after-write dependencies, and require strong data
consistency, where all tasks observe consistent states for all data.

1.6 Big Data Context

Storage capacity is increasing and becoming less costly [39]. Re-
cently, even commercially available storage is of the order of TB,
giving consumers, businesses and researchers the ability to store
more data than ever before. This level of storage capacity has led
to the creation of even larger data volumes. A higher data-capture
resolution and accuracy, together with the use of multiple sources
and types is accelerating the data creation rate. For all of this data
to have any value, they have to be analysed to produce information.
In many cases, data are used to verify or provide hints about a hy-
pothesis. This often means that more data can reduce statistical
errors, and therefore more data means more accurate information
[40]. Capturing, storing and analysing large volumes of data from
multiple sources and diverse types has been described as “big data”.
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Big data is often described with regard to the number of “V”s,
i.e. volume, variety, velocity, value, veracity and variability [41,
42, 43]. To enable us to analyse data, we must first be able to
move them across independent and heterogeneous systems both
efficiently and seamlessly. By developing scalable methods for data
transfer between web services, we attempt to address the volume
and velocity, while by proposing a federation method, we address
the volume and variety.

For several years, many scientific communities have been pro-
ducing and analysing data using a wide variety of infrastructures.
In this thesis, we propose several architectures, whose aim is not
to replace existing infrastructures and architectures, but to enable
efficient, easy-to-use data access, transfer and storage federation for
existing infrastructures. Figure 1.3 shows an overview of a data-
centric reference architecture that includes heterogeneous eInfras-
tructures for data processing and storage, as well as a data access,
transfer and federated storage architecture [44, 43, 45]. This archi-
tecture at the top level contains workflows composed by scientists,
which are accessible through a user interface. At the next level,
users interact with applications that can form individual workflow
tasks, and which can provide an interface to the underling infras-
tructure or from individual data analysis tools. The bottom layer
consists of the software and hardware components that make up
the eInfrastructure. eInfrastructures may offer several access in-
terfaces, including web services, cloud services APIs, job execution
queues, etc. These access interfaces allow applications to use, ac-
cess and even modify the infrastructure [46, 47, 48]. These access
interfaces allow for applications and workflows to coordinate indi-
vidual eInfrastructures, but do not always consider the exchange of
big data.
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Figure 1.3: Data-centric reference architecture. Individual eInfras-
tructures represent the processing nodes of a bigger system, while
workflows and applications coordinate the processing of large and
distributed data. A data access, transfer and federated storage
architecture provides the data framework to connect independent
heterogeneous eInfrastructures.

1.7 Structure of Thesis

The remainder of this thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 2 pro-
vides four design requirements for orchestrating the transfer of data
between workflow tasks and storage resources. Using these require-
ments, we examine related works and their key features starting
from data transfers between web services. Next, we look at stor-
age federation and distributed file-access services, and how SDN is
used to increase the performance and reliability of such services.
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are devoted to our three main objectives. In
each chapter, we first state problems and challenges, after which
we present our approach. To validate each approach, we provide
scalability and benchmark tests. In Chapter 3, we address chal-
lenges arising from the exchange of large data volumes between web
services in scientific applications. In Chapter 4, we propose a data-
resource federation architecture, which is a technology-agnostic ap-
proach that enables a unified view of the data resources. This
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provides an abstraction layer under which independent data stor-
age resources are coordinated. Building on this work, Chapter 5
presents a scalable architecture that may use multiple and hetero-
geneous infrastructures as well as programmable networks to re-
duce the execution time of data and I/O intensive workflows. In
Chapter 6, we present a set of real-world applications using the ar-
chitectures described in previous Chapters. An indexing workflow,
together with a data-intensive medical visualization workflow make
use of our approach to realize data transfers between web services.
In the same chapter, we present a workflow for analysing cardiac
anatomy that utilises our approach to realize the federation of data.
We also applied our storage federation approach to a well-known
data-intensive workflow that constructs custom astronomy mosaics.
Next, we analyse actual usage data obtained from our federation
approach, which provides insight into the behaviour of medical ap-
plications. Finally, in Chapter 7, we present our conclusions and
future work.
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Chapter 2

Overview of Tools for Data
Transfer and Federation

The use of web services is a popular solution employed to imple-
ment scientific applications and workflow tasks. Delivering large
amounts of data and moving them between services is an issue that
many different approaches have attempted to address. Furthermore,
datasets that are utilised by workflow tasks reside in several types
of storage. This dataset distribution calls for data federation. Data
federation is the collection of autonomous data resources governed
by a common management system that provides rules about how
data are stored, replicated and migrated. Grids and clouds have both
attempted to realize this, but always within their specific framework,
and often by implementing “ad-hoc” interfaces that lack interoper-
ability.

This chapter provides a summary of past and ongoing work re-
lated to data exchanges between web services and data resources
federation.

2.1 Data Transfer between Web Services

With the increasing usage of web services to expose scientific func-
tions and to create distributed complex scientific experiments, there

17
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has been an urgent need to develop concrete solutions to move data
between web services. In this section, we will review the status in
this field, and help to highlight the unique features of our approach.

Styx Grid Service (SGS) is a service implementation that takes
advantage of the Styx protocol [49]. The Styx protocol is a vari-
ant of the 9P protocol which was developed for the Plan 9 [50]
distributed operating system as its networked filesystem protocol.
In [51], the authors identify the benefits of Service Oriented Ar-
chitecture (SOA), as well as the drawbacks of web services when
used to transfer data. The motivation behind SGS is to expose
legacy command-line programs as web services, while using a direct-
streaming approach for exchanging data between SGSs. SGSs can
operate as a web service or within the Web Service Resource Frame-
work (WSRF) [52], which implies that they are able to send and
receive Simple Object Access protocol (SOAP) messages and ex-
pose the service functionality using theWeb Services Description
Language (WSDL). This approach is limited to the Styx protocol,
and does not provide flexibility in the case where data needs to be
utilised from different storage types.

Taverna [53], which is a well-known scientific workflow man-
agement system (SWMS), faces one of the most commonly known
problems regarding workflow orchestration: Following an invoca-
tion to a producing web service, large data are encapsulated into
SOAP, and are returned to Taverna. Taverna has to send these
data to the web service that requires it. To overcome this prob-
lem, a Data Proxy web service (DPWS) [54] has been introduced.
This service wraps existing web services so that SOAP calls are di-
rected to the DPWS instead of the target service. When the target
service generates a response, the DPWS references that response
and delivers a Universal Resource Locator (URL) back to the Tav-
erna. Although this approach solves the problem of passing large
data directly to consuming services, it does not address the case
where data need to be stored or obtained from remote and diverse
locations. In addition, this approach does not prevent “legacy web
services” from generating large SOAP messages.
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Flex-SwA [55] is an implementation that extends the SOAP
with Attachment (SwA) specification [56]. This work allows web
services to transfer larger data, while it preserves the interoperabil-
ity of the existing SwA specification. Flex-SwA attempts to in-
crease the flexibility of bulk data transmissions in service-oriented
environments. Flex-SwA allows the use of different protocols for
data transmission including TCP, GridFTP [57] and BitTorrent.
In this work, the authors take advantage of diverse protocols and
offer a way of delivering data to web services. This approach en-
ables new service implementations to exchange large amounts of
data between each other and from remote storage locations, but it
is not suitable for legacy web services.

The work presented in [20] addresses the shortcomings of or-
chestrating data-centric workflows, and proposes a choreography
language called Multiagent Protocol. To enable legacy web ser-
vices to participate in a choreography model, the authors propose
the deployment of a choreograph interface at the location of or near
a target web service. However, this approach does not address the
inefficiencies of SOAP as large data volumes are still encapsulated
in the message. Moreover, this protocol excludes web services from
accessing data from several storage resources.

Extensible Markup Language (XML) compression may be used
to reduce the size of SOAP messages. Various methods have been
proposed to reduce the overhead introduced by XML [58, 59, 60].
However, if not used properly, it is computationally expensive and
performance gains are often not significant [19]. In addition, com-
pression is not a scalable solution because it only postpones the
problem. Eventually, the sheer quantity of data produced will cause
the service or the SWMS to crash regardless of the compression ra-
tio achieved. Finally, SOAP was not designed as a data transfer
protocol, but rather as an invocation protocols.

By separating the data from the invocation protocol and using
a direct data delivery model, we realize an efficient method to ex-
change data between web services. Considering legacy services is
a critical point to avoid duplication of work. Finally, allowing web
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services to access data stored in different storage resources makes
workflows more flexible. Each of the proposed solutions described
above addresses only a part of the requirements. Developing web
services without considering data scalability and flexibility renders
them quickly obsolete, and additional effort has to be made to re-
place them. Moreover, inefficient data delivery may cause signifi-
cant time delays in workflow executions.

Table 2.1 presents an overview of typical approaches that at-
tempt to address scalable data transports between web services. As
aSOA implementation, web services are used for interfacing work-
flow tasks and abstracting the underlying system by design. They
also provide a synchronous communication model which can be used
by SWMSs if a workflow has read-after-write dependencies. Alter-
natively, SWMSs can use the asynchronous communication model
provided by web services. Therefore, we do not include abstraction
or consistency requirements in Table 2.1. Most of the approaches
in that table do not provide any means to access data from het-
erogeneous storage resources, and encapsulate large data on the
invocation protocol.

2.2 Federation of Distributed Data

Research on data grids has successfully offered solutions for data
resource federation, e.g. in [61], a virtual grid is proposed. The
challenges faced by the authors were dataset, transformation and
computation discovery as well as annotation, provenance and shar-
ing of datasets. To solve these challenges, the authors proposed
the creation of a virtual data catalogue that would federate dataset
links and locations.

In [62] the authors describe their approach to data grid federa-
tion, where they try to federate several interoperable mass storage
systems. They attempt to combine performance and interoperabil-
ity within the Open Grid Services Architecture - Database Access
and Integration (OGSA-DAI) specification.
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Data Transfer Between Web Services
Solution Loosely

coupled

Scalable Brownfield

oriented

SGS [51] Couples

only with

styx services

Limitless data

with streaming

Wraps legacy

applications

DPWS [54] Does not

couple with

any storage

resources

The amount of

data depends on

hardware

characteristics

Wraps existing

web services

Flex-SwA [55] Extends

specification

Limited to files Service has to

be re-

implemented

Multiagent

Protocol [20]

Cannot

couple with

any storage

resources

Uses SOAP to

move data

No change to

existing web

services

XML

compression

[58, 59, 60]

Accepted

standard

Can be

computationally

expensive.

Compression

cannot scale

Service has to

be re-

implemented

Table 2.1: Comparison of typical solutions for data transfers be-
tween web services. Web services are aSOA implementation, and
by design, provide an abstraction for the underlying system and
with a synchronous communication model. Therefore, we do not
include abstraction or consistency requirements here. Separating
the data from the invocation protocol and delivering data to web
services is an efficient method of exchanging data. Legacy services
and access to heterogeneous storage resources are also important.
Each of the proposed solutions addresses only part of the require-
ments.
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However, these approaches are tightly coupled with a storage
infrastructure. Moreover, these solutions often implement “ad-hoc”
interfaces and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), which
lack interoperability or are specialized for grid environments.

Numerous architectures have been proposed for cloud storage
systems to help providers’ infrastructure to cope with spikes in
demand. For example, in [63], the authors advocate for a cloud
environment that will be able to handle sudden variations in ser-
vice demands, and in [64], the authors propose an accounting and
billing architecture. In [65], the proposed approach is to add a
new component inside the cloud architectures, allowing providers
to establish federation with other vendors. These architectures are
not built considering the user collaboration and data sharing. Fur-
thermore, they do not address the vendor lock-in problem1. A few
approaches aim to improve cloud storage in a more interoperable
client-centric way.

In [66], the authors apply Redundant Array of Independent
Disks (RAID)-like techniques at the cloud storage level in order to
allow customers to avoid vendor lock-in, reduce the cost of switching
providers and to better tolerate provider outages or failures. This
approach is limited to the Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3)
interface and does not consider other types of storage resources.

The authors of [67] propose a unified namespace for removing
the issues related to dealing with multiple storage providers. This
approach is mostly focused on content delivery networks (CDNs)
thus assuming that reading data is more important than writing,
whereas in a collaborative scientific environment, we also expect
frequent write operations, which requires strict consistency.

Globus Online [68] is a data transfer service that federates
GridFTP [69] resources for moving large quantities of data across
geographically distributed storage systems. Although Globus on-
line is able to transfer huge amounts of data, it is limited to coor-

1Vendor lock-in occurs when a user cannot migrate data from a cloud storage
offering because the price of downloading all the data at once exceeds the benefit
of using a cheaper vendor
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dinating transfers between GridFTP servers.
PhysiomeSpace is a solution developed with the VPH commu-

nity in mind [33]. PhysiomeSpace emphasises the sharing and man-
aging of medical images, and supports almost any type of biomed-
ical data. However, it uses a custom-developed client to make the
data available to users, making it less flexible and requiring more
effort to maintain the compatibility of the custom client with the
service. In addition, the proposed solution is limited to the use of
Storage Resource Broker (SRB) [70].

VeilFS is a system that attempts to unify access to files stored at
heterogeneous data storage systems that belong to geographically
distributed organizations [71]. This approach is designed to use
only local storage. VeilFS also uses custom access protocols, forcing
users to adopt a dedicated client implemented only for VeilFS.

In [72], the authors present a Multi-Storage I/O System (MS-
I/O). This approach does not provide a file system abstraction as
it implements an “ad-hoc” interface. This proposal also requires a
lot of input from the user to perform optimizations. For example, a
user has to specify that a dataset may be accessed frequently. This
requires a steep learning curve from users who are not necessarily
familiar with complex storage systems. Moreover, the proposal
only supports high performance storage system (HPSS) and storage
resource management (SRM) storage resources.

The approaches presented in this section attempt to bring to-
gether distributed storage resources. However, in most cases, these
resources are tightly coupled with the infrastructure, and lack in-
teroperability. In other cases, they implement “ad-hoc” interfaces,
limiting the flexibility of the solution, and in some cases, making
it difficult to use. Adaptable and easy-to-use federation of storage
resources is a step towards resource disaggregation, where applica-
tions and users can obtain the exact resources required, avoiding
over-provisioning.
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Storage Federation for Distributed File Access Services
Solution Loosely

coupled

System

abstraction

Brownfield

oriented

Consistency

RACS [66] Couples

only with

Amazon

S3-

compatible

storage

Transparently

handles

storage

resources

Accessed

only by S3

client

Strict

consistency

Globus

Online

[68]

Couples

only with

GridFTP

Transparently

handles

storage

resources

Accessed

only by

Globus

Connect

client

Strict

consistency

Physiome

Space [33]

Couples

only with

SRB [70]

Transparently

handles

storage

resources

Custom

developed

client

Strict

consistency

VeilFS

[71]

Couples

only with

local

storage

Transparently

handles

storage

resources

Custom

developed

client

Strict

consistency

MS-I/O

[72]

Couples

only with

SRB [70]

&HPSS

[73]

Steep

learning

curve for

users. Trans-

parently

handles

storage

resources

Custom

developed

client

Strict

consistency

MetaCDN

[67]

No depen-

dencies on

storage

resources

Transparently

handles

storage

resources

Can only

be accessed

through

REST API

Eventual

consistency
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MAPFS-

DAI

[62]

Tightly

coupled

with the

storage

infrastruc-

ture

Transparently

handles

storage

resources

Usable with

Grid envi-

ronment

Strict

consistency

Table 2.2: Comparison of typical approaches to data federation.
In many of these approaches, the infrastructure is tightly coupled
or they implement “ad-hoc” interfaces. With adaptable and easy-
to-use data federation applications, users can obtain the exact re-
sources required, avoiding over-provisioning. The primary concern
in these solutions is scalability, making it a core requirement in-
cluded in all designs. Therefore, this table does not include that
requirement.

Table 2.2 presents key features of typical solutions for federat-
ing independent, heterogeneous and distributed storage resources.
Scalability in these solutions is the primary concern and attention is
given to ensure this requirement. Hence, Table 2.2 does not include
the scalability requirement. The majority of the approaches pre-
sented, the infrastructure is tightly coupled or implement “ad-hoc”
interfaces that do not consider “legacy” applications.

With the exception of one, all of these approaches offer strict
consistency, which requires that a read operation will return the
data from the most recent write operation. One approach offers
eventual consistency, which is oriented towards high availability,
but does not guarantee that a read will return the most recent
write. Instead, it realizes that updates will eventual reach all parts
of a distributed system. Most of the approaches are tightly coupled
with the infrastructure or implement “ad-hoc” interfaces that do
not consider “legacy” applications.
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2.3 Software Defined Networks for Data

Federation

One of the major concerns of eInfrastructures is to optimise data
transfers by considering the characteristics of the network and the
storage resources. However, most of the approaches face problems
of interoperability between network devices owing to the lack of
open standards. These approaches mostly focus on path reserva-
tions, and for the most part, ignore the network volatility. More-
over, most approaches are focused on specific frameworks or eIn-
frastructure. The increased popularity of software defined network-
ing (SDN) protocols has offered new opportunities for CDNs that
use SDNs to optimise data flows and fully utilise all of their net-
works. However, CDNs base their large-scale content availability
on eventual consistency. Although suitable for web content, this
model of consistency is not ideal for Distributed File Access Ser-
vices (DFASs) because applications require strict consistency. Even
thoughSDN protocols are becoming popular, DFASs are not moving
towards that direction.

StorNet is a resource provisioning and management system used
in some eInfrastructures to optimise data transfers [74]. StorNet
relies on TeraPaths [75] to ensure end-to-end bandwidth reserva-
tions. Both StorNet and TeraPaths are systems developed for the
ATLAS grid environment. Their purpose is to move data between
ATLAS Tier-1 data centres [76]. They perform data transfers us-
ing dedicated fractions of the available bandwidth. The TeraPaths
approach is very similar to the SDN approach. It uses a set of net-
work device-controller modules to configure network devices within
the domain of several eInfrastructures. The challenge here is to
configure a number of heterogeneous network devices that lack a
common configuration and control protocol. StorNet relies on ad-
vance reservations, which have to specify the start and end time of
the data transfers. Providing advance reservations can be difficult
to achieve in an environment where multiple applications produce
and consume data. The size of the data is often unknown before
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they are actually generated or consumed. The static aspect of these
approaches makes them vulnerable to network traffic congestions,
or increasing load on the machines that host and transfer data.

Software-Defined Networks in Storage Federation
Solution Loosely

coupled

System

abstraction

Consistency Other

Concurrent

Band-

width

Reserva-

tion

[77]

Not enough

information

Steep

learning

curve. Uses

bandwidth

reservations

Not relevant Not

addressing

network

configura-

tion

OpenFlow-

assisted

QoEFair-

ness

Frame-

work

[78]

No

dependency

on specific

network

devices

Transparently

handles

network or

implement

“ad-hoc”

interfaces

that do not

consider

“legacy”

applications.

Resources

Eventual

consistency

Network

Control

Plan [79]

No

dependency

on specific

network

devices

Transparently

handles

network

resources

Eventual

consistency

Palantir

[80]

No

dependency

on specific

network

devices

Transparently

handles

network

resources

Not relevant Uses SDN,

but not in

the scope of

data

transfers
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StorNet

[74]

Depends on

TeraPaths

[75]

Requires

advance

reservations

Not relevant Not flexible

to network

load or

data

transferring

node

Reservation

and path

construc-

tion

(RRPC)

[81]

Uses

Domain

Controllers

to decouple

from

network

Requires

advance

reservations

Not relevant Not flexible

to network

load or

data

transfer

node

Table 2.3: Comparison of typical attempts to include network re-
sources for data transfers. To coordinate multiple transfers and
data sources, it is necessary to interact with the network. Up to
the present, this was hindered by the complex task of configuring
heterogeneous network devices. At the time of writing, distributed
data federation services had not taken advantage of this function-
ality, and treated the network as a black box.

A similar approach is presented in [81], which describes a mech-
anism for scheduling end-to-end network reservations for maintain-
ing quality of service (QoS). DFAS needs to send reservation re-
quests in advance before moving data. This approach requires the
file access service to be tightly connected with the process of pro-
ducing and consuming data. The reservation needs information
about the data size, the time to start the transfer, the deadline for
the completion of the transfer and the desired speed. Reservation
techniques require file access services to have a global view of the
logic of an application. These techniques are difficult to implement
in highly distributed and heterogeneous environments, where tasks
behave differently depending on the characteristics of the underly-
ing infrastructure. This approach also faces problems regarding the
configuration of heterogeneous network devices.
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In [77], the authors optimise the transfer of large data vol-
umes between eInfrastructure for collaborative data analysis with
scheduling multiple bandwidth reservation requests. As with the
previous approaches, this one is concerned with bandwidth reser-
vations, which may be problematic for scientific workflows. The au-
thors evaluated their approach by using simulations, and therefore
did not get into the specifics of configuring heterogeneous network
devices.

Recently, SDN technologies have attracted a lot of attention
for improving QoS and quality of experience (QoE) in streaming
video over the Internet. In [82], the authors use OpenFlow to ob-
tain information about the state of the network and offer QoS for
YouTube videos. The work presented in [78] introduces an SDN-
based framework to achieve a network-wide QoE and fairness for
video streaming in networks with limited resources. The authors of
[79] propose a Network Control Plane for video streaming, which
maximizes users QoE and network utilization by reserving band-
width on a per-flow basis. These approaches were developed for
video streaming, where data transfers involve files that in practice
do not exceed 50 MB [83]. These publications relate toCDNs that
adopt an eventual consistency model. Eventual consistency will
not produce the correct results when executing a workflow because
workflow tasks will not have an up-to-date view of all data.

In [80], the authors presented Palantir, which is a system that
abstracts network proximity for parallel / distributed computing
frameworks using OpenFlow. Palantir’s aim is to provide parallel
/ distributed computing frameworks, such as MapReduce, with a
view of the underlying network to provide better job scheduling.
This approach is one of few attempts to introduce SDN to eInfras-
tructure, but it is not oriented towards data transfers.

In order to better coordinate multiple data sources and the data
they transfer, it is necessary to interact with the network. Up to
the present, this was hindered by the complex task of configuring
heterogeneous network devices. With the introduction of SDN, it
is now possible to better plan and coordinate multiple data sources
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transparently. At the time of writing, distributed data federation
services do not take advantage of this functionality, and treat the
network as a black box.

Table 2.3 shows an overview of architectures that attempt to in-
clude network resources to achieve data federation. These solutions
were designed with scalability in mind, especially for coordinating
network resources, making this requirement redundant for this ta-
ble. However, in many cases, coordinating network resources comes
at the cost. Most of these approaches either lack an effective way
of interacting with heterogeneous network devices, or are not easy
to use.

2.4 Summary

The effective and transparent data transfer between web services
is essential for the efficiency of workflow executions. To enable
scalable data transfer between web services, data must be separated
from the invocation protocol and delivered directly from one service
to the next. The consideration of legacy services is a critical point
to avoid duplication of work, while allowing web services to access
data stored in different storage resources. This makes workflows
more flexible. Each of the proposed solutions described in this
Chapter address only part of the requirements.

Different data generators use different technologies and frame-
works to store their data, making access to that data difficult. Sci-
entific workflows often need to combine several datasets, and in
some cases, make them available to tasks that are created from
legacy applications capable reading data only from their local disk.
We therefore need to provide data resource federation to indepen-
dent, heterogeneous and geographically distributed data-storage re-
sources as an approach to unify storage and make it transparently
available to computation tasks. The approaches presented in this
Chapter attempt to bring together distributed storage resources,
but in most cases, these resources are tightly coupled with the in-
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frastructure. There are also cases where the proposed solutions
have limited flexibility because of the implementation of “ad-hoc”
interfaces or require a steep learning curve form users and develop-
ers.

Making data available through a single entry point greatly sim-
plifies the development of workflows, primarily because a single
entry point ensures a consistent shared global namespace. How-
ever, this can be a bottleneck for the performance of workflows.
Hence, distributing access can reduce I/O latency and reduce exe-
cution times, especially in large workflows. Federation architectures
should therefore scale, and at the same time, be easy to use and ad-
dress the challenges of the consistency, availability, partition (CAP)
theorem. To achieve this, federation architectures should also co-
ordinate network resources but up to now, this has been hindered
by the complex task of configuring network devices. With the in-
troduction of SDN, it is possible to plan and coordinate multiple
data sources transparently. However, distributed data federation
services do not take advantage of this functionality and treat the
network as a black box.
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Chapter 3

Efficient Data Transfer for Web
Services

Web Services offer an appealing paradigm for developing scientific
applications by providing interoperability and flexibility in large-
scale distributed environments. By using the SOAP and WSDL web
services, we can expose all or part of any application in a language-
independent fashion across heterogeneous platforms. These features
enable them to be combined in a loosely coupled way so that more
complex operations may be implemented. However, workflow exe-
cution models and web-service invocation protocols are not suitable
for transferring large volumes of data.

In this chapter, we will provide the context in which web services
are used. Next, we give an overview of the data transfer challenges
faced by workflows and web services. We will also present and eval-
uate a solution that is able to address these issues.

The results in this chapter formed the bases of the following
publications:

• S. Koulouzis, R. Cushing, K. Karasavvas, A. Belloum, and
M. Bubak, “Enabling Web Services to Consume and Produce
Large Datasets,” Internet Computing, IEEE, vol. 16, pp. 52–
60, January 2012

33
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• S. Koulouzis, E. Meij, M. Marshall, and A. Belloum, “En-
abling Data Transport between Web Services through alter-
native protocols and Streaming,” in eScience, 2008. eScience
’08. IEEE Fourth International Conference on, pp. 400–401,
December 2008

• S. Koulouzis, E. Zudilova-Seinstra, and A. Belloum, “Data
transport between visualization web services for medical im-
age analysis,” Procedia Computer Science, vol. 1, no. 1, pp. 1727
– 1736, 2010. ICCS 2010

• S. Koulouzis, E. Meij, and A. Belloum, “Enabling Large Data
Transfers Between Web Services,” in 5th EGEE User Fo-
rum 2010/Book of Contributions (E. Floros, ed.), (Upsala),
pp. 153–154, 2010

3.1 Data Exchange between Web Ser-

vices

Many popular SWMSs have adopted web services as a way to ex-
pose various scientific tasks, and combined them to create more
complex scientific experiments [53, 15, 87]. By doing so, SWMS
have embraced the SOA for building workflows. SOA is a style
of building distributed systems that deliver functionality as a ser-
vice, which can be discovered and used by clients through stan-
dardized descriptions (Universal Description Discovery and Integra-
tion (UDDI)) [16]. Web services are widely used to realize SOAs,
and can be described as distributed stateless computation elements.
SOAP-based web services use a standardized XML-based invoca-
tion protocol called SOAP [88] and a description language called
WSDL [89]. These features are used to combine services in a loosely
coupled way so that operations that are more complex may be con-
structed. The adoption of the web-service paradigm allows devel-
opers to encapsulate the internal implementation within the service
and provide a descriptive interface of its methods and data types
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to its consumers. This approach enables service owners to adapt
the internal implementation without changing the way that it is
accessed by service clients. Standardized and loosely coupled ser-
vices provide the bases for building large scale, complex distributed
applications [90].

The two most widely used workflow execution models are ser-
vice orchestration and service choreography. Service orchestration
coordinates and sets the order and conditions of how a set of web
services will be invoked [91, 92]. In orchestration, the process is
always controlled by a SWMS, so all invocations are made by a
SWMS, and replies are sent back to that SWMS. On the other hand,
service choreography is more collaborative because it describes the
message exchange among interacting, yet independent, web services
[93].

SOAP is a widely used service invocation protocol. It is an
XML-based protocol for exchanging messages, and is usually trans-
ferred over HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)(S). SOAP forms
the basic messaging framework upon which web services may com-
municate, and uses several different types of messaging patterns.
The most widely used is the Remote Procedure Call (RPC), in
which a client sends a request message to a web service. After
processing that request, the web service returns a response to the
client. A SOAP message consists of three parts: 1) a mandatory
envelope element, which is the top element of the XML document,
2) an optional SOAP Header that defines how a recipient should
process the message and 3) a mandatory SOAP body element that
contains the actual message, as it represents remote procedure calls
and responses [88, 94]. Using SOAP to transfer data between web
services is probably the most straightforward approach to sending
and receiving data because no extra development is required. In
particular, current implementations (e.g. Axis [95]) provide a solid
framework for message delivery and error handling. In addition,
SOAP is platform independent as long as the data types which
are sent are supported by XML or have the appropriate schema
definition. Another advantage of using SOAP is that it enables
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the inclusion of additional metadata to the message. Nevertheless,
SOAP can introduce a significant overhead slowing down its overall
performance as a data transfer protocol. In addition to the size
overhead introduced by XML, the serialization and deserialization
process of a SOAP message may cause additional performance de-
lays [17].

3.2 Data Transfer Challenges

Any workflow execution can be effectively reduced into three stages:
1) generating or obtaining data, 2) processing that data and 3) trans-
ferring or storing the results. Usually, those three stages are per-
formed by an individual web service. However, this scenario presents
several data transfer challenges. During orchestration, any call to a
producing web service results in a reply to the SWMS, which then
needs to transfer the data to a consuming web service. This re-
sults in unnecessary “data hops” between web services and SWMS
[15, 96, 20]. In the case of service choreography, although data
are delivered directly to the consuming web services, this is usu-
ally done through SOAP. Although suitable for service invocation,
SOAPmay be inefficient for data transfer. Significant performance
issues for web services may occur when binary data must be encoded
in XML, which significantly slows down applications and absorbs
bandwidth [97].

Because of the attractive properties of SOA, a large number
of web services have been developed and deployed. For example,
BioCatalogue [98] is a web service registry that contains over 1000
web services, which are primarily used by workflows in the Life
Science community. Successful workflows tend to put more demand
on their web services in terms of data which they need to generate
or obtain, process and transfer. On one hand, this approach is
not scalable as SOAP is not meant for transferring large datasets.
On the other hand, it is not always feasible to re-implement web
services.
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While file exchange attempts to address this data transfer chal-
lenge, it may present another issue. Given a simple sequential work-
flow where a web service saves results in a local file and passes it
to the next web service down the pipeline, many intermediate tem-
porary files are generated at the web service location. This process
results in an unnecessary demand on storage resources and slower
execution time of the workflow.

Therefore, the data transfer challenge that faces web services
can be summarized as follows: 1) in service orchestration, all data
are passed to the SWMS before they are delivered to a consuming
web service, 2) data transfers are made through SOAP, which is
unfit for large data transfers, 3) file exchange is suitable for trans-
ferring large datasets, but creates unnecessary intermediate trans-
fers that slow down workflow execution and place excessive demand
on storage resources.

3.3 Streaming Data between Web Ser-

vices

As mentioned in Section 3.2, one of the problems faced by web
services when using file exchange is the fact that temporary in-
termediate files must be stored as a side effect of a data transfer.
Streaming data directly to web services could solve this problem,
but there are a number of issues to be considered before adopt-
ing that approach. The main hurdle to streaming comes from the
nature of the application implemented by a web service. For ex-
ample, if the application is designed to operate with large files that
somehow are loaded, processed and passed to the next web service,
streaming may not be applicable. This is because the loading and
processing overhead may be significantly larger than that of the ac-
tual transfer itself. If this is the case, streaming is only able to save
storage capacity in computational nodes, and does not significantly
improve the workflow execution time.

When reliability is an issue, streaming could also prove ineffi-
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cient. Consider the example where a web service provides data from
a scientific instrument (e.g., a scanner), and that the web service
uses streaming to deliver data to a consuming web service, which
consumes data directly. If the data stream were broken for any rea-
son, all the data produced so far would be lost; thus, resuming the
consuming web service from the last known good checkpoint would
be impossible. Another case where streaming is not applicable is
when a consuming web service must obtain the entire dataset be-
fore operating on it. Nevertheless, when a web service is designed
to produce live data (e.g. cluster loads, stock prices, etc.), stream-
ing would significantly benefit the workflow execution time because
a pipeline of web services can be executed concurrently. As soon as
the pipeline has data, all of the services can start processing data
[99].

3.4 Direct Transfer of Data between Web

Services

As mentioned in Section 3.2, workflow executions are presented
with several challenges, which can be summarized as follows:

• Centralized data exchange: Unnecessary “data hops” be-
tween web services and SWMS.

• Encapsulation of data in the invocation protocol: Sig-
nificant performance issues can occur when encoding binary
data in XML.

• Scalability of legacy web services: Legacy web services do
not use scalable means of transferring data, and they cannot
always be re-implemented.

• Unnecessary temporary files: In some cases, web services
communicate via file exchange. In this process, temporary
files are saved to the web service location, which results in an
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Figure 3.1: Functionality of the ProxyWS while deployed in a ser-
vice container and as an interface to enable direct data streaming.
The architecture has no dependencies on other web services, specific
storage resources or SWMSs.

unnecessary demand on storage resources and slower execu-
tion time of the workflow.

In an effort to address these transfer challenges, we propose an
architecture that delivers data directly to web services, which may
either be a legacy or a new web service. The architecture does not
pass data through the SWMSs, and enables data stream process-
ing and the accessing of data from a variety of storage resources.
The proposed architecture is implemented as a web service called
ProxyWS. Its main modules are: a web service frontend to handle
SOAP calls, a Virtual Resource System (VRS) that is able to ac-
cess any storage resource and a server for direct streaming. Figure
3.1 shows the functionality of the ProxyWS while deployed in a
service container. On one hand, the ProxyWS can provide larger
data transfers for legacy services, while on the other hand, can pro-
vide data streaming for new service implementations that use the
ProxyWS’s interface.

The frontend of the ProxyWS is a web service implementation
that enables web service consumers to maintain their application
logic without significant modifications. It is invoked via SOAP, and
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it can internally resolve referenced data. It may also return trans-
fer URIs used by the ProxyWS to read and write data. Using this
mechanism, the ProxyWS addresses the centralized data-exchange
issue, the scalability of legacy web services and the problem of en-
capsulating data in the invocation protocol. Table 3.1 shows an
overview of the methods provided by the frontend.

Method Name Description Arguments Returns
call Calls the

target method

Name of the

target service,

its method

and an array

with the

target

arguments

A Uniform

Resource

Identifier

(URI) to

obtain

produced data

callGetObj The same as

that for call

The same as

that for call

The same as

that for an

object in a

SOAP

message

asyncCall The same as

that for call

but

non-blocking

The same as

that for call

A URI to

obtain

produced data

asyncCallGetObj The same as

that for call

The same as

that for call

A key to poll

the service for

the result

getValue Obtains the

results from a

asyncCallGe-

tObj

call

The key from

asyncCallGe-

tObj

A message

with produced

data

getRef The same as

that for

getValue

The same as

that for

getValue

A URI to

obtain

produced data
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setCred For accessing

resources that

require

credentials

The user’s

credentials for

a resource

None

getUloadURI Provides a

way for

uploading

data to a

service

None A number of

URIs,

depending on

the

implemented

protocols

getResURI Reference any

resource, local

or remote, in

any of the

available

protocols

The resource’s

URI

The number of

URIs,

depending on

the

implemented

protocols

Table 3.1: Methods provided by the ProxyWS’s frontend. They
are invoked via SOAP and can internally resolve referenced data or
return transfer URIs.

The VRS is anAPI that enables homogeneous access to multi-
ple resources (services, data streams, file systems, etc.). It adopts
a layered architecture where at the top level, the VRS defines a
resource abstraction which can be seen as a handler for referencing
resources such as files and services. On the next level, the API
defines resources such as file systems (local file systems, GridFTP
[57], Logical File Catalog (LFC), SRM [100], etc.), HTTP streams
and web services.

The VRSServer is a simple interface that enables web services to
stream data to other resources. An implementation of the VRSServer
is the HTTPTransport component, which from the perspective of
the web service, only provides secure input and output streams to
data resources or other web services. This component provides the
means to address the issue of unnecessary temporary files as well
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as preventing the encapsulation of data in the invocation protocol.

3.4.1 Data Streaming between web services

ProxyWS was designed to solve the specific problem of data stream-
ing through web services as it helps to establish a direct connection
between web services, allowing the data to flow directly between
the source and its final destination. This is an essential feature to
enable web services to exchange data continuously. To establish
a direct connection, aSWMS executes the procedure shown in Al-
gorithm 1. The Algorithm starts by obtaining from the workflow
the services in a data processing pipeline, such as the one seen in
Figure 3.2. It then iterates through the services and first invokes
the producing service by creating a SOAP message that contains
the appropriate arguments1. The producing web service responds
with a URI where the data will be available. This URI points to
producing the service’s VRSServer. Next, the SWMS invokes the
consuming web service using as an argument the URI returned from
producing the web service. The consuming web service opens the
data stream from the producing web service and processes it. The
procedure described in Algorithm 1 may continue between subse-
quent services so that a data processing pipeline is formed. With
data streaming, the volume of data that can be processed by web
services is virtually limitless.

3.4.2 Scaling data transfers for legacy web ser-
vices

As stated earlier, legacy web services are unable to scale the amount
of data that they can consume and produce. In cases where these
web services cannot be re-implemented, the ProxyWS can be used
to wrap these legacy web services. To call a legacy web service, the
ProxyWS should be deployed in the same container as a target web

1These may be simple parameters or references to data
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Algorithm 1 A direct data stream procedure that would be fol-
lowed by aSWMS to construct a data-processing pipeline between
web services.
1: procedure directStreaming(args[ ])
2: Service[ ] s = getServices(); � services in data processing

pipeline
3: for i = 0 to numOFServices do
4: SOAP msg = SOAP{args[ ]}
5: URIuri = s[i].asyncCall(msg); � uri points to producing

service
6: SOAP msg = SOAP{uri}
7: if i < numOFServices then
8: return;
9: end if
10: URIuri = s[i+1].asyncCall(msg);
11: end for
12: end procedure

Figure 3.2: Data processing pipeline formed by web services that
utilize the ProxyWS API.
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service so there is no need to modify deployed services. To call a
legacy web service via the frontend, we use the call method. To
make a proxy call, SWMS follows the procedure show in Algorithm
2. Using this procedure, SWMS invokes the frontend via a SOAP
call providing the necessary arguments needed for the target service.
These arguments can be references to data that point to remote
locations or any other parameter needed by the target method.
When receiving the call, the frontend resolves any references and
retrieves them with the VRS. Next, the frontend will replace the
references in the call with the actual data for invoking the target
service. As soon as the target service has returned the result, the
frontend passes the data either to the VRSServer where they can be
consumed via streaming, or to a remote location such as a GridFTP
server, with the use of the VRS. Finally, the frontend returns a
SOAP message containing a URI that refers to the data location.

The features provided by the ProxyWS satisfy the requirements
that we defined in Chapter 2. ProxyWS is loosely coupled with no
dependencies to other web services, storage resources orSWMSs,
etc. It is scalable as it can handle virtually limitless amounts of
data when streaming is employed. It provides an abstraction layer
by internally resolving data references and by using SOAP. Finally,
it is brownfield oriented [38] as it can wrap existing web service
implementations and further scale their data capabilities.

3.5 Scalability Test

To verify and compare the performance and scalability of the pro-
posed solution two web services where created: the first produces
a random string of predefined size, the second encodes that string
and returns the encoded results to the SWMS. This application is
designed to measure three different approaches while increasing the
string size of the producing service.

Approach 1: Encapsulate data in the invocation pro-
tocol: This is the most common approach when using and imple-
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menting web services. In this approach we used only SOAP so the
SWMS invokes the producing service ans then receives the string.
After the SWMS passes the string to the consuming service, and
finally it retrieves the encoded string from the consuming service
(see Algorithm 3).

Approach 2: Wrap legacy web services with the Prox-
yWS: In this approach we carried out the same steps but instead
of using the web services directly we used the ProxyWS to reference
the data. The calls are made to the ProxyWS which locates the
producing services and invokes the appropriate method. Then the
ProxyWS retrieves the response removes the data from the invoca-
tion protocol and replaces them with a reference (seen Algorithm
4).

Approach 3: Streaming data between web services: Two
services where re-implemented using the ProxyWS to enable data
streaming. The consuming service encodes the generated string as
it is produced from the corresponding service (seen Algorithm 5).

For all approaches described above the producing, the consum-
ing and the ProxyWS services are deployed on nodes with the Axis
service container [95]. These nodes are the same network, with Intel
Dual-Core E2180 CPU at 2 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. The SWMS
performing the invocations is hosted in a similar node but with 1
GB of RAM.

For the scalability tests we have measured the execution time as
a function of data size. For each of the three approaches, (SOAP,
ProxyWS, and streaming) the producing service is set to return a
string of 1 up to 1000 MB. The consuming service is set to return
the encoded string back to the SWMS which is approximately 34%
larger than the initial string.

The results are shown in Figure 3.3. According to that graph,
the SOAP approach failed to transfer data larger than 2 MB under
our specific hardware setup. This is because the SWMS runs out
of memory while trying to obtain both SOAP messages which for a
string of 4 MB would mean that the SWMS had to receive approx-
imately 9.4 MB. Using the ProxyWS we could reach data sizes up
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Figure 3.3: Execution times for the different approaches of trans-
ferring data. The x-axis shows the string size the producing service
generates, while the y-axis the time to execute the experiment. The
execution times in x-axis are average times obtained by executing
each workflow 10 times. The minimum standard deviation in all
measurements was 0.03 sec (at 1 MB) while the maximum 2.14 sec
(at 500 MB).
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to 18 MB. This increase is because the SWMS no longer needs to
first receive the random string, pass it to on the consuming service,
and then receive the encoded string. Instead, the random string
goes directly to the consuming service. This approach, however,
is limited because the entire message has to be instantiated in the
SWMS. Streaming had no problem reaching 1000 MB because the
consuming service and the SWMS were able to consume the string
as it is being produced.

3.6 Summary

Many SWMSs have embraced the SOA for building workflows, and
have adopted web services using SOAP as an invocation proto-
col to create complex scientific experiments. The two most widely
used workflow execution models are service orchestration and ser-
vice choreography. Workflow executions are faced with several data
transfer challenges. During orchestration, any call to a producing
web service results in a reply back to the SWMS, which then needs
to transfer the data to a consuming web service. In the case of
service choreography, although data are delivered directly to the
consuming web services, this is usually done through SOAP, which
can introduce significant performance issues when encapsulating
large volumes of data. However, file exchange attempts to address
this data transfer challenge, and temporary files are saved to the
web service location, which results in an unnecessary demand on
storage resources and slower execution time of the workflow.

Streaming data directly to web services is a scalable solution to
delivering large data volumes to web services. Streaming can signif-
icantly reduce the workflow execution time by creating a pipeline of
web services that can process data concurrently. Algorithm 1 shows
the procedure that a SWMS would follow to construct a data pro-
cessing pipeline between web services. This is a simple and intuitive
process where the invocation semantics and error handling are lo-
cated on the SWMS, and data flows from one service to the next.
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In the case where it is difficult to replace existing web services with
web services having streaming capabilities, proxy calls can provide
a significant improvement to the data volumes that existing web
services can handle. This is demonstrated in Algorithm 2, where
the ProxyWS locates the target service, resolves any data refer-
ences and provides them to the target service. In a similar way,
when a target service produces a response, the ProxyWS “inter-
cepts” the data produced, and in the response, it replaces them
with a reference.

In this section, we have enabled scalable data transfers between
web services. The features provided by our proposed architecture
satisfy the requirements defined in Chapter 2. The architecture is
loosely coupled with no dependencies to other web services, stor-
age resources or SWMSs. It is scalable as it can handle virtually
limitless amounts of data when streaming is employed. It also pro-
vides an abstraction layer by internally resolving data references
and by using SOAP. Finally, it is brownfield oriented by wrapping
existing web service implementations and further scaling their data
capabilities.
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Algorithm 2 The procedure for a proxy call to an existing web
service.
1: procedure call(SOAP[ ] msg)
2: Service targetWS = locateService(msg[0]);
3: String targetMethod = msg[1].getName();
4: Data[] targetArgs = resolveDataRef(msg[2]);
5: SOAP response = targetWS.invoke(targetMethod,targetArgs);
6: SOAP refResp = referenceData(response);
7: return refResp;
8: end procedure
9: procedure locateService(SOAP serviceName)

10: name = serviceName.getName();
11: Service service = ClassLoader.loadClass(name);
12: return service;
13: end procedure
14: procedure resolveDataRef(SOAP[] args) Data[] data =

Data[args.length];
15: for all ref ∈args do
16: i++;
17: if ref instanceofURI then
18: data[i] = downloadData(ref);
19: else
20: data[i] = ref;
21: end if
22: end for
23: return data;
24: end procedure

Algorithm 3 Procedure of Approach 1; All data are encapsulated
in SOAP
1: procedure Approach1(Service producingWS,Service con-

sumingWS)
2: SOAP randString = producingWS.generate(size);
3: SOAP encodeString = consumingWS.encode(randString);
4: end procedure
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Algorithm 4 Procedure of Approach 2. Here the ProxyWS is used
to reference data.
1: procedure Approach2(Service producingProxyWS,Service

consumingProxyWS)
2: SOAP[ ] producingArgs;
3: producingArgs[0] = producingWS;
4: producingArgs[2] = targetMethod;
5: producingArgs[3] = sizeOFString;
6: SOAP strRef = producingProxyWS.call(producingArgs); �

the call procedure as in Algorithm 2
7: SOAP encRef = consumingProxyWS.call(dataReferance);
8: end procedure

Algorithm 5 Procedure of Approach 3. The two web services
are re-implemented using the ProxyWS API that allows them to
stream data directly to each other.

1: procedure Approach2(Service producingWS,Service con-
sumingWS)

2: SOAP resURI = producingWS.generate(size); � this
call looks identical with the one in Algorithm 3 but instead of
encapsulating data in SOAP the two services use a direct data
stream

3: SOAP encodeString = consumingWS.encode(resURI);
4: end procedure
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Chapter 4

Federation of Data Sources

Current research needs advanced storage capabilities to enable data
federation that is intuitive, easy to use and enable data access and
sharing [3]. In many scientific communities, the key challenge is to
share and access large datasets from distributed and diverse sources
that allow the transformation of data. Federated storage is the
collection of autonomous storage resources governed by a common
management system that provides rules about how data is stored,
replicated and migrated. By enabling a loosely coupled set of storage
resource nodes to act independently while being managed centrally,
we can create systems having virtually limitless capacity.

In this chapter, we present a challenge for storage federation,
and we proposed an architecture to overcome these challenges which
we assess in terms of performance.

The results of this chapter formed the bases of the following
publications:

• S. Koulouzis, D. Vasyunin, R. Cushing, A. Belloum, and M. Bubak,
“Cloud Data Federation for Scientific Applications,” in Euro-
Par 2013: Parallel Processing Workshops, vol. 8374 of Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, pp. 13–22, Springer Berlin Hei-
delberg, 2014

• S. Koulouzis, R. Cushing, D. Vasunin, A. Belloum, and M. Bubak,
“Cloud federation for sharing scientific data,” 8th Interna-
tional Conference on eScience, 2012

51
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4.1 Federation Challenges

Grids and clouds are used to harness computational and storage
resources for eScience applications. Data grids are used to access,
modify and transfer large amounts of data which are replicated in
distributed and independent resources that operate in a specific
framework [103]. Data grids use a variety of storage technologies
and frameworks such as GridFTP [57], SRB [70], Integrated Rule-
Oriented Data System (iRODS) [104]. In cloud storage, data are
stored in logical containers, and are replicated on several storage
resources which are owned and managed by a hosting company
[105].

Considering the use of the cloud, many providers freely dis-
tribute their APIs, allowing anyone to include them in their ap-
plications. However, these APIs are subject to change by cloud
providers and are often inconstant, for example, in the way that
they authenticate users, handle errors, etc. Moreover, these APIs
are not self-descriptive, making the development of any federation
challenging, especially if one has to use many different APIs. More-
over, the usage of proprietary APIs bounds development cycles to
the standards imposed by vendors leading to vendor lock-in prob-
lems and tightly coupled systems [106, 107, 108]. When consid-
ering storage federation for scientific communities other types of
storage resources cannot be ignored. Datasets generated and used
by scientific communicates are stored using many different storage
technologies. Replacing the entire storage infrastructure is not al-
ways feasible or practical. The plethora of data access technologies
and the heterogeneity of storage systems make data sharing and
federation difficult [109]. Having to handle a large set of client im-
plementations to read and write data from different sources is not
effective, or in some cases not scalable. As a side effect, providing
an abstraction layer to end-users and developers is not an easy task.
In addition, a number of tasks in scientific workflows are created
from legacy applications that can only access data from a local disk
making these types of tasks obsolete.
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While eScience applications and High-performance computing
(HPC) may have abundant computational and storage resources,
in many cases, their two types of resources are separated. The lack
of efficient access to large datasets is a significant drawback and a
source of delays for the execution of scientific workflows [18]. Other
challenges faced by storage federation are that data owners can set
strict rules before sharing their data. For security reasons, data
owners often prefer to use their own storage infrastructure.

4.2 Design Considerations

International interdisciplinary collaborations are constantly increas-
ing in number and importance because of the nature of the problems
they address [32]. Problems such as climate change [28], brain mod-
elling [29] and medical applications [48, 110] require collaboration
among scientists from different domains. Therefore, a storage feder-
ation framework for scientific communities should consider several
issues, and it is necessary to maintain concurrency control and strict
consistency on the same data stored on several different storage re-
sources. Access to scientific data should be as easy as possible for
both end-users and application developers. This can be achieved
by using network transparency, which hides the way that protocols
transmit and receive data over the network; thus, any operation
that can be performed on a local file can also be performed on a
remote file.

Our approach to storage federation is to aggregate a pool of
resources in a client-centric manner and present them via a stan-
dardized protocol that can also be mounted and presented as a
local storage, enabling us to provide a file-system abstraction. This
can be achieved with the introduction of a common management
layer that uses loosely coupled and independent storage resources.
Through this common management layer, a variety of storage re-
sources, such as simple file servers as well as storage clouds and
data grids can be aggregated, exposing all available storage under
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a single namespace. As a result, distributed applications have a
global shared view of the available storage space. This will make
the development, deployment and debugging of applications con-
siderably simpler. Applications can be developed locally and then
deployed on a distributed environment without changing the data
access parameters. Legacy applications that can only read/write
files on the local disk can easily become distributed. Moreover, the
available storage space is used more efficiently with the copy-on-
write strategy. When users rename, copy or move files, separate
logical files are created. All of these logical files point to a single
physical file. When a user changes the contents of one of the logical
files, a separate copy is automatically created. This entire process
is transparent to the users, and the primary advantage is that if
a user makes no modifications, no separate copy will be created.
The replication of data may be based on efficiency cost measures.
Offering a global shared view between applications improves the
execution reliability. Experience has shown that a large percent-
age of execution failures is attributed to missing files [111]. Having
a common management layer can help to minimize that problem.
When using storage clouds, there is also a reduced risk of vendor
lock-in because no single provider will host a large amount of data.

4.3 Architecture of Storage Federation

Service

The Large OBject Cloud Data storagE fedeRation (LOBCDER) is
a storage federation service that aims to make available distributed
scientific data stored in various storage frameworks and indepen-
dent providers. LOBCDER does not add new software to the stor-
age resources. This is so not only because it is cumbersome to
manage and maintain the existing software stack, but also because
some storage resources may be outside the community’s administra-
tive domain. This makes it difficult to install specialized software
to integrate storage resources. Therefore, LOBCDER loosely cou-
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ples a variety of heterogeneous and distributed storage resources.
The LOBCDER provides “transparency” a number of aspects:

Access transparency: Clients can access distributed files in the
same way that they access local storage.

Location transparency: A consistent namespace encompasses re-
mote files.

Concurrency transparency: All clients have the same view of
the state of the file system.

Heterogeneity: Provided across different hardware and operating
system platforms.

Replication transparency: Replicate files across multiple servers,
unless otherwise specified by the file owner.

Migration transparency: Files are able to move around without
the client’s knowledge, unless otherwise specified by the file
owner, in which case files may be bound to a specific location.

The LOBCDER service is divided into three main layers. Figure
4.1 shows a conceptual design of LOBCDER, which includes the
frontend, the resources and the backend. LOBCDER’s frontend
is a Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV) [112]
interface which provides access to the entire available storage space.
To ensure interoperability, we chose WebDAV, which follows the
Request for Comments (RFC) 4918 standard. This enables network
transparency for legacy applications through the use of numerous
clients that are able to mount WebDAV repositories on the local
file system. WebDAV also supports versioning, which is a feature
that is vital for providing a collaborative scientific framework.

Versioning allows a file to exist in several versions simultane-
ously. When a file is modified, its previous state is not discarded.
In addition to versioning, WebDAV offers resource locking 1, which

1In this case, resources refer to files and folders
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual design of LOBCDER. The service is divided
into three main layers: The frontend, the resources and the back-
end. LOBCDER has no dependencies on storage resources, and is
able to offer virtually limitless storage thanks to its backend. The
frontend does not impose the use of any specific client because of
the implementation of the WebDAV specification.

helps to maintain data consistency. Resource locking or mutual
exclusion is used when a user modifies a file. To ensure consis-
tency, no other user is allowed to modify that file until the initial
user that makes the modifications has released the lock. WebDAV
specifies several properties, including the size, a unique identifier
and whether the resource is a folder. It also gives the opportunity
to define custom properties, which are essentially key/value pairs.
These properties may be read only or read/write, and enable users
to obtain or set additional information or preferences on resources.

In LOBCDER, the custom properties are used to specify pref-
erences such as grounding. Grounding restricts the movement and
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replication of data that may be subject to legal and ethical restric-
tions. Another example of a custom property used by LOBCDER
is the specification of the replication distribution. This property
allows the user to control which storage resources will be used
to replicate a file. To perform more specialized operations on
data, LOBCDER also implements a Representational State Trans-
fer (REST) interface. For example, a client can use this API to
request a compressed version of a file or folder.

The resource layer creates a logical representation of the physical
storage space and manages physical files. The resource layer con-
tains the WebDAV resources, the resource catalogue and the task
component. This layer provides a WebDAV representation of logi-
cal resources which are stored and queried in the persistence layer.
Logical resources hold metadata such as the modification date and
length. The persistence layer also provides information on how to
access physical data, which includes endpoint credentials. All oper-
ations on resources appear to the user to be synchronous, although
some of them are done asynchronously in the background. For ex-
ample, when a user deletes a file or a folder, this operation appears
to have been completed immediately. However, LOBCDER collects
all the delete operations and sends the deletes requests to the stor-
age resources in batch mode together with replication and move
requests.

The backend provides the necessary abstraction to uniformly
access physical storage resources. This is a VRS API used by a
grid resource browser [113]. A VFSClient performs operations on
physical data, which are translated to specific storage resources by
VFSDrivers. Different driver implementations allow transparent
access to storage resources, whether these are cloud, grid or other
resources.

The persistence layer is a relational database which holds
the logical file system that is made up of LogicalResources (the
schema is shown in Figure 4.2), and provides Atomicity, Con-
sistency, Isolation and Durability (ACID). These properties are
necessary in a multiuser environment to maintain a synchronized
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Figure 4.2: The schema used to represent the logical file system
structure. Each logical file has N Physical Data Resource Identi-
fier (PDRI)s which are associated with StorageSite.

and consistent view of the shared file system.

4.3.1 Replication Policy and Resource Manage-
ment

Replication is a strategy for improving the reliability, fault tol-
erance and availability in distributed systems by copying files
present in multiple storage resources. LOBCDER uses its storage
resources to implement a number of replication policies. These
policies, as shown in Table 4.1, can be set for each user, folder or
individual file.

LOBCDER also distinguishes between public and private stor-
age resources. A public resource is used to store any file from any
authenticated and authorized user. A private storage resource is
used to store files from authenticated and authorized users for
which their use has been permitted by the corresponding resource
owner. When a resource owner wants to remove its resource,
LOBCDER provides a mechanism for the safe removal of that
storage resource without the loss of any data. When a resource
is marked for removal, LOBCDER will start migrating any phys-
ical files located in that resource to at least one public storage
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Replication policy Description

Full Redundancy Copies all files to all available storage
resources

First Site
Replication

Copies files to the first storage
resource set in LOBCDER

Fastest Site
Replication

Replication of files based on weighted
probabilities. The weighted is the
transfer speed of each storage

resource

Random Replication Copies files on randomly chosen
storage resources

Demand Replication Copies a file first to the fastest
storage resource, and then depending
on the file’s demand, LOBCDER
replicates it to more resources.

Table 4.1: Replication policies implemented by LOBCDER. Each
of these policies can be set per user, folder or individual file.
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resource.
While there are cases in which a data owner wants to provide

datasets, moving the data may be difficult. Moving large volumes
of data can be slow and requires human supervision to restart
failed transfers in order to verify that no errors occurred during
the transfer. To address this issue, LOBCDER provides an “as-
similation” service2, where data owners can simply provide the
endpoint of their storage resource and access credentials if neces-
sary. LOBCDER can then start to scan the storage resource, and
can register to its catalogue any data contained on that storage
resource. The newly imported data will be owned by the original
data owner.

4.3.2 Functionality of Interfaces

Control and access to files stored in LOBCDER are performed
by its frontend. LOBCDER implements two interfaces: a Web-
DAV and a REST. The WebDAV frontend implements most of
the WebDAV specifications including the PROPFIND and PROP-
PATCH methods. The PROPFIND method retrieves a file’s
properties, while the PROPPATCH sets the property on a file.
LOBCDER has extended these methods to include a set of custom
properties that obtain or set properties specific to the infrastruc-
ture, and which can influence LOBCDER’s behaviour for specific
files. These properties are read-only and write properties. The
read-only properties include a data distribution property, which
indicates the storage resource that a user wishes to utilise to
replicate his/her data. A validation date can be retrieved for any
resource, and it indicates the last time a file was validated by a
data integrity service. To enable users to set their preference re-
garding the storage resources on which they want their data to be
stored, LOBCDER provides a property that shows which storage
resources are available. Private storage resources are only shown
to users with appropriate privileges. For users and applications

2This is part of the frontend in the RESTful services
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with administrative privileges, there is a replication queue prop-
erty that lists the files scheduled for replication. Another property
than can be seen by any authenticated user is the length of the
replication queue.

The write properties include a description, where users can
set a short description for a file or folder. LOBCDER has the
ability to create temporary folders. To ensure that these tem-
porary resources will be deleted, LOBCDER provides a property
that indicates the time-to-live for a particular resource. After
this time has elapsed since the last access, the resource will be
removed. To influence LOBCDERs replication policy, users and
applications can set a data-replication preference property. For
accessibility or policy purposes, a user may wish for files to be
replicated at a specific storage resource. Only users with appro-
priate privileges can use this property to specify private resources.
Public resources are available to all users.

In addition to the WebDAVfrontend, LOBCDER also provides
a set of RESTful services that enable clients to obtain and set
the extended attributes mentioned above as well as metadata.

4.3.3 Authentication, Authorization and Account-
ing

Authentication and authorization are performed on the frontend
layer. Authentication is token-based; instead of having to au-
thenticate with a username and password, the user authenticates
him/herself once to a third-party authority3, and obtains a time-
limited token. This token is composed of four parts: 1) a random
string generated by the third-party authority and encrypted with
the authority’s private key, 2) the user’s name, 3) the expiration
date of the token, 4) and list of roles for that user.

The user then provides this token to LOBCDER, which ver-
ifies it with the third-party’s certificate. If the token is valid,

3In our case, the users authenticate themselves at https://portal.

vph-share.eu/
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LOBCDER checks if it has expired and retrieves the roles for
that user. We provide token-based authentication because in a
different case the user would have to send her/his credentials ev-
ery time a request is made. Instead, the user is authenticated
once and uses a token to request resources. LOBCDER uses role-
based authorization, where users are not assigned permissions di-
rectly. Instead, they only acquire permissions through their roles,
which are organized in a hierarchy with higher roles that subsume
the permissions of lower roles. Role-based authorization simplifies
the management of user permissions. To measure the resources
utilised by users as well as the time taken for a request to be
completed, LOBCDER uses a simple accounting mechanism. Ev-
ery time a user sends a request, LOBCDER logs the user’s token
(this includes the four parts mentioned above), the time of the
request, the type of request (download, upload, etc.), the origin
of the request and the time taken to complete that request.

LOBCDER is a loosely coupled architecture with no depen-
dencies to specific data resources. This feature allows us to easily
increase its storage space. LOBCDER also offers a consistent data
model and an easy and intuitive access interface that allows the
use of off-the-shelf software.

4.4 Assessment of performance

To evaluate LOBCDER’s performance we conducted a sets of
bandwidth utilization experiments. We performed a number of
uploads and downloads with files of 10 MB, 100 MB and 1000 MB
using four types of storage resources: 1) GridFTP, 2) OpenStack-
Swift, 3) SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) and 4) Apache Web-
DAV module.

The test were conducted on the ExoGeni [114] a multi-domain
infrastructure-as-a-service (NIaaS) federated testbed that provides
a virtual laboratory for networking and distributed systems. ORCA
(Open Resource Control Architecture), the ExoGENI control frame-
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work software, allows easy deployment of virtual topologies, com-
posed of virtual machines, networking connections, and other ele-
ments. ExoGeni offers a controlled environment in which we could
measure the transfer speed without the interference of third party
transfers. For assessing the overhead of LOBCDER we used the
cURL tool. For GridFTP we used globus-url-copy, for OpenStack-
Swift the python-swiftclient and for SFTP the OpenSSH client.

To measure the overhead introduced by the LOBCDER when
uploading files we performed as set of experiments:

• Benchmark: We measured the disk’s speed when reading
and write a file. This established the benchmark we would
use to compare all other uploads.

• Backend Overhead: We placed the backend clients (globus-
url-copy, python-swiftclient and OpenSSH client) and the
storage resources (GridFTP, OpenStack-Swift, SFTP and
WebDAV ) on the same node and measured the speed when
uploading each of the files. We then compared that speed
with the disk’s speed to establish the percentage of overhead
introduced by the storage resources.

• LOBCDER Overhead: We place the cURL tool and LOBCDER
on the same node and uploaded the files mentioned earlier
measuring their speed. We then compared that speed with
the disk’s speed to get percentage of overhead introduced
by the LOBCDER.

The three experiments mention above where done to measure
the overhead introduced by LOBCDER’s and to compare it with
popular file storage applications. As we mentioned in Section 4.3,
when a client uploads a file to LOBCDER, the file is first placed
in a cache on the local disk and later it is scheduled for replication
on the available storage resources. Therefore from a client’s point
of view an upload is done when the file is placed on the cache.
To remove the impact of the network we performed these tests on
one node.
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To measure the overhead the LOBCDER introduces in down-
loads we conducted three sets of tests using a simple topology
where a client and LOBCDER are hosted in one node and the
storage resource on a remote. In this topology LOBCDER and
the client requesting to download files are deployed on the same
node. The storage resources are deployed on a separate node. All
links in this topology have a bandwidth of 200 Mbps (25 MB/sec).
LOBCDER and the client are deployed on the same node because
we are inserted in measuring the overhead the LOBCDER intro-
duces as an federation architecture.

Figure 4.3: Upload overhead. The x-axis represents the size of the
file upload while the y-axis the percentage of overhead introduced.
The overhead is calculated based on the best possible upload
speed. The overheads shown here show the average of ten uploads
for each file. The maximum standard deviation was 1.95 % (at
10 MB) while the minimum 0.47 % (at 1000 MB). LOBCDER’s
performance is comparable with other types of storage resources
and is very similar with the Apache WebDAV module.

The tests we performed are described as follows:

• Benchmark: We used iperf to establish the maximum pos-
sible bandwidth between node.
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• Storage Resource Overhead: We used the clients men-
tion earlier to establish the speed of each storage resource
without the presence of the LOBCDER. We compared these
speeds with the benchmark obtained by iperf to get the
presage of overhead introduced by the storage resource.

• LOBCDER Overhead: The client downloaded the files
from the LOBCDER. LOBCDER provides the requested file
by relaying them from their respective storage resources.
Therefore we compare the overhead of each client against
LOBCDER.

Figure 4.3 shows the results for uploading files of size 10 MB,
100 MB and 1000 MB. The x-axis represents the file size, while
the y-axis the overhead introduced by the LOBCDER, GridFTP,
OpenStack-Swift, SFTP and WebDAV. We see that for all file
sizes LOBCDER introduces an overhead of approximately 98%.
GridFTP reducess the overhead as the file size becomes larger.
The same is true for OpenStack-Swift and SFTP but with higher
overheads. Overall LOBCDER is comparable with other types of
storage resources and is very similar with the Apache WebDAV
module.

Figure 4.4 shows the results for downloading files of size 10
MB, 100 MB and 1000 MB. The x-axis represents the file size,
while the y-axis the overhead introduced by the LOBCDER and
the storage resources. python-swiftclient introduces more over-
head than LOBCDER for small files but for files over 1000 MB
they are approximately the same. The OpenSSH client is signifi-
cantly better that LOBCDER

From this graph we can conclude that the overhead of each
client or driver depends heavily on the implementation specifics.
The overhead introduced by LOBCDER can be separated into
three parts: 1) authentication and authorization, 2) physical file
location and 3) data transfer. For all tests the first two parts are
the same with the data transfer being depending on the driver
implementation. The most influential component on the driver
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Figure 4.4: Download overhead. The x-axis represents the size
of the file upload while the y-axis the percentage of overhead
introduced. The overhead is calculated based on the best possible
download speed. The overheads shown here show the average of
ten downloads for each file. The maximum standard deviation
was 7.4 % (at 10 MB) while the minimum 0.03 % (at 1 MB).
The amount of overhead LOBCDER introduces depends on each
driver implementation and the specific APIs used. The SFTP
driver is performing worst than its OpenSSH counterpart, but
the OpenStack-Swift better that the python-swiftclient.

implementation is the API used to access the specific storage
resource. Overall LOBCDER may overcome the overhead with
caching.

4.5 Summary

Datasets generated and used by scientific communicates are stored
using many different storage technologies. Having to handle a
large set of client implementations to read and write data from
different sources is not effective, and in some cases not scalable.
Computational and storage resources are usually separated, which
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introduces a significant drawback and a source of delay for the
execution of scientific workflows. Data owners can set strict rules
before sharing, and they usually prefer to use their own storage
infrastructure or to disallow the replication of their data on other
storage resources.

By enabling a loosely coupled set of storage resource nodes
to act independently while being managed centrally, we can cre-
ated systems having virtually limitless capacity. Our approach to
storage federation is to aggregate a pool of resources in a client-
centric manner and present them via a standardized protocol that
can also be mounted and presented as a local storage. As a result,
distributed applications have a global shared view of the available
storage space, which significantly simplifies the development, de-
ployment and debugging of applications. By using standardized
protocols, legacy applications can easily become distributed, and
the available storage space used more efficiently. When using stor-
age clouds, we also have a reduced risk of vendor lock-in because
no single provider will host large amounts of data.

We have explained an architecture that federates indepen-
dent, heterogeneous and geographically distributed data storage
resources. This approach unifies storage and makes it transpar-
ently available to computation tasks. Existing approaches are
either tightly coupled with the infrastructure, and require that
data owners utilise a specific technology or that they are oriented
towards a specific environment and implement ad-hoc interfaces
making them less interoperable. LOBCDER provides a large-
scale file system that can take advantage of all available technolo-
gies to provide a global shared view of the underlying resources.
Our approach is easy-to-use and intuitive, offering an abstraction
layer for storage federation through a standardized access inter-
face. LOBCDER introduces little overhead to the data transfer
process, while it makes the coordination and access of distributed
datasets much easier and effective.
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Chapter 5

Scalable Data Federation

eScience applications, often these applications, modeled as work-
flows, are composed by loosely coupled tasks or jobs which commu-
nicate through file exchange [21, 22]. This file exchange is facili-
tated by Distributed File Access Services (DFASs). DFASs are file
access services that use a single entry point to clients. From this
single entry point a client can mange and discover files that are or-
ganized under a global namespace. DFASs, pool together distributed
storage resources across multiple locations and attempt to use these
resources to offer distributed access to files.

In this chapter we present the challenge for distributed storage
and elaborate on a scalable architecture to improve the performance
and reliability of data tras.

The results of this chapter formed the bases of the following
publications:

• S. Koulouzis, A. Belloum, M. Bubak, P. Lamata, D. Nolte,
D. Vasyunin, and C. de Laat, “Distributed Data Manage-
ment Service for VPH Applications,” IEEE Internet Com-
puting, vol. 20, pp. 34–41, March 2016

• S. Koulouzis, A. S. Belloum, M. T. Bubak, Z. Zhao, M. Živković,
and C. T. de Laat, “SDN-Aware Federation of Distributed
Data,” Future Gener. Comput. Syst, vol. 56, pp. 64–76, March
2016
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5.1 Challenges for Distributed Storage

The challenges that DFASs have to face are multiple. Although
the single entry point ensures a consistent shared global names-
pace, it can be a bottleneck and a single point of failure. Pool-
ing together heterogeneous storage resources makes it difficult
to maintain a uniform access layer. A uniform access layer al-
lows existing client implementations to transparently use a DFAS.
Transparency is a key property for a DFAS. Transparency is nec-
essary for the development of easy-to-use services. DFASs have to
also address the CAP theorem which states that any networked
shared-data system can only satisfy two of the three properties:
consistency, availability and partition tolerance [117]. Scalability
is multidimensional issue for DFASs as they have to scale with
increasing request demand, number and size of files.

To a large extend, network resources are not taken into con-
sideration by DFASs. This is because the configuration of net-
work devices is challenging in traditional network architectures
due to the design of these devises. Networks can be divided in
two planes, the control plane and the data plane. The control
plane is responsible for routing, it is where forwarding decisions
are made. The data plane is where the actual data packets are
moving based on the instructions from the control plane. In tradi-
tional IP networks the control plane and the data plane are inside
the networking devices. When administrators need to adapt the
network configuration (modifying the control plane) they need to
separately configure all the network devices. This leads to com-
plex and lengthy configuration steps that limit the flexibility of
the network. This has forced DFASs to treat the network as a
black box.

5.2 Scalable Distributed Architecture

In Chapter 4 we describe a 2-tier architecture of LOBCDER which
is a centralized solution to federated storage. This architecture
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Figure 5.1: LOBCDER’s distributed architecture to enable scal-
ability. The masters hold the logical representation of the file
system and allow for strict consistent. The workers serve GET
requests which are redirected from the masters.

will not scale when the number of requests increases. In this
chapter we describe a distributed architecture. The distributed
LOBCDER is composed of three components, the Read/Write
(RW) master, the Read (R) master and the workers shown in
Figure 5.1. The two types of LOBCDER masters have been intro-
duced to distinguish between read only and read/write operations.
The read/write operations are performed by one RW master to
maintain the file system’s consistency while read only operations
can be performed by any type of master. If at any point the
RW master fails a R master will take its place, making it a RW
master.

The LOBCDER master is distinguished between an R mas-
ter and a RW master. The logical representation (metadata) is
stored in a database and together with the master may be repli-
cated across several nodes to avoid single point of failure. The
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Figure 5.2: Process of a GET request. The user requests a file
from the master which redirects the request to a worker. This
enables to reduce the load on the master.

synchronization of the logical representation is achieved by al-
lowing only one master (the RW master) to perform all write
operations (upload, rename, move, etc.) while read operations
(download, metadata read, etc.) can be served the by the Read
Master.

The LOBCDER worker is a stateless service composed of
two layers: the frontend and backend. The frontend processes
HTTP requests to download files. The backend is identical to
the backend of the master. For each request, the worker gets
a reference to the data from the master and uses it to relay
data stored from the referenced storage resource to the client.
The number of LOBCDER workers can be increased or decreased
following the number of incoming data transfer requests.

To download a file from LOBCDER (see Figure 5.2) the RW
master authenticates and authorizes the user (step 1) and selects
a worker to transfer the data based on load-balancing algorithms
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described later in this Chapter. When a worker is selected, the
RW master generates a one-time password for the user. The user
is redirected to the selected worker to proceed with the transfer
(step 2). When the user connects to the worker, it provides the
one-time password. If the user is authenticated the worker gets
information about the physical data location from the master
(step 4). The worker selects the most suitable storage resource to
relay the data to the user. The selection of the storage resources
takes into account the performance of the resource gathered from
previous transfers (step 6). Finally, the worker relays the data to
the user (step 7,8).

All communications between the LOBCDER master and work-
ers are over a secured communication channel to protect the one-
time password. As an extra measure of security, the master re-
stricts access to information to registered works.

To increase availability, reliability and reduce access latency
LOBCDER replicates data on available storage resources based
on the replication policies described in Chapter4. While a worker
sends a file to a user and has enough space on its local disk, it
copies the outgoing stream to its local cache. Caching of files is
performed only if the node the worker is hosted can be trusted.

LOBCDER is a shared file system for the VPH-Share infras-
tructure [48]. VPH-Share provides infrastructure which allows
users (researchers, developers and clinicians) to share and access
biomedical data, tools, workflows and computing resources. It is
therefore important to maintain consistency and availability of the
data. An analysis of the VPH-Share data access patterns shows
that availability is not hard to maintain. Typically, when making
a dataset available to the VPH-Share community the data owner
uploads a dataset into LOBCDER. When other users want to
use this dataset they send a request to the data owner who will
grant access to the dataset if certain requirements are satisfied.
During this period LOBCDER will have enough time to replicate
the data according to the data owner requirements. Analysis of
LOBCDER access patterns over one year shows that the time be-
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Figure 5.3: Cumulative distribution function of the time to repli-
cate and download. The replication curve (solid red line) is the
cumulative distribution function of the time elapsed between up-
loading a file and replicating it. The 1st download curve (doted
black line) is the cumulative distribution function of the time
elapsed between last modifying a file and downloading it for the
first time.

tween a file was last modified and the time it is first downloaded
is enough to replicate it across all backends and update all R
masters. Figure 5.3 shows two cumulative distribution functions.
The doted line is the time needed to download a file for the first
time, after its creation and the red line is the time needed to
replicate a file after it is uploaded for the first time. It is clear
from the replication cumulative distribution function that within
the first 60 seconds the probability of a file being replicated is
one. The first download cumulative distribution function shows
that the probability of downloading a file with in the first 60
seconds is approximately 0.02.

LOBCDER achieves partition tolerance with redundancy. In
our architecture we need to maintain partition tolerance on two
levels: metadata and data. Partition tolerance on the metadata
level is achieved by using a set of R masters that are constantly
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synchronized with the RW master. In the event the RW master
becomes unavailable one of the R masters will replace it. Partition
tolerance on the data level is achieved with data replication.

LOBCDER offers high availability with several load balancing
algorithms. To achieve this we must consider two factors: the
response time and the transfer speed. To increase the transfer
speed, LOBCDER must select between a number of workers based
on the quality of the path (available bandwidth and actual traffic)
to the data consumers.

We implemented three load-balancing algorithms. The first is
a simple round robin algorithm which has a low response time
but does not guarantee high speed data transfers. This algorithm
is well suited for small data transfer typically under 10 MB. With
RR the RW LOBCDER master assigns incoming download re-
quests to one worker in a cyclic fashion.

The second load balancing algorithm does not guarantee the
lowest response time but can optimize data transfers. The algo-
rithm uses geolocation information to find the workers that is the
closest to the data consumer. The geolocation algorithm assigns
download requests to the worker which is closest to the client.
This algorithm depends on a database that maps IP address to
longitude and latitude coordinates. When a client requests a file,
the algorithm will select the worker closest to the client. The
geolocation algorithm is based on the assumption that the closer
the worker to the client, the better the transfer speed. The ge-
olocation algorithm uses historical data from previous transfers
to select between better performing workers located in the same
geographical region.

With the introduction of SDN, more networks are becoming
programmable and can provide information about their state via
standardized protocols. Taking advantage of the new feature of
the network, we developed an SDN algorithm. The SDN algo-
rithm has a highest response time but it optimizes the speed of
transfers. Therefore this algorithm is not used for small files (un-
der 10 MB). When a client requests a file, the master will analyze
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Figure 5.4: A schematic SDN architecture. The communication
between the control plane and the data plane is done through the
Southbound-API. The communication between the SDN controller
and applications is done through the Northbound-API.

the network load and the speed of each worker link to assign the
download to the most appropriate worker. As the transfer pro-
gresses the worker monitors the speed of the transfer and can
request from the master to reroute the traffic in the case the
selected path form the worker to the client is congested.

5.3 SDN-Aware Storage

SDN is a new approach to computer networking which removes
the control plane from network devices and places it into SDN
controller, simplifying the network configuration. The commu-
nication between the control plane and the data plane is done
through a standardized interface called “Southbound-API”. To
make network programmability more flexible, the control plane
(SDN controller) also offers an interface called “Northbound-API”.
The overall architecture of a SDN is shown in Figure 5.4. In SDN
the data plane is also responsible for monitoring local information
and gathering statistics [118, 119].

OpenFlow [120] and Network Service Interface (NSI) [121] are
two widely used SDN implementations. OpenFlow has gained
a lot of attention. It is a standard for a Southbound-API and
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it describes the interaction between controllers and OpenFlow-
compliant switches [122]. OpenFlow-compliant switches use flow
tables to coordinate the data plane. These tables are updated by
the SDN controller. Each flow (sequence of packets from a source
host to a destination host) that passes through an OpenFlow-
compliant switch should be matched with a flow entry. A flow
entry is a rule that indicates where the switch should forward
data packets. A flow entry also includes counters which collect
statistics about flows by storing number of received packets, bytes
and duration of each flow. These statistics can be requested
from the controller that sends OFStatisticsRequest messages in
real time to the desired switches and returns the results via the
Northbound-API. Hence, measurements that use the probes (i.e.
packets) to infer the network properties are not necessary when
employing SDN.

NSI [121] provides protocols for different domains to exchange
topology information for inter-domain path selection. It also pro-
vides software services for selecting, reserving and provisioning
network paths. In this work, we will use OpenFlow as our SDN
protocol.

SDN technologies provide the opportunity to complement eIn-
frastructure with several new opportunities for supporting data
and I/O-intensive workflows, for instance: 1) customizing net-
work connectivity between services, 2) controlling the network
QoS by controlling the data flows and, 3) gathering information
about the state of the network and help take decisions to opti-
mize data flows or recover from error. However, including SDN
in DFASs is still unexplored.

Typically, there are three components involved in a file trans-
fer: a source, a consumer and a network with a path from the
source to the consumer. In the case of DFAS there are multiple
sources to select from. Therefore, we model a network connect-
ing several sites where a consumer requests data which can be
downloaded from multiple data sources. We assume that the in-
frastructure is programmable, therefore the state of the network
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Figure 5.5: Network model. Using information from the network,
we are looking for the least cost path from a set of data sources
D = {d1, d2, ..., dn} to the consumer cns. The nodes named si, sj,
sk, sl, scns represent the switches of the network. The consumer
cns is adjacent to the switch scns ∈ S and each data source d ∈ D
is adjacent to exactly one switch from S.

should be observable and controllable. At any given moment we
can observe the number of bytes passing through each link and
have a view of how many switches and devices are in the net-
work. We also assume that we have a global view of the network
topology and the path each data flow follows to reach its des-
tination. The intention here is not to represent a model of a
large network containing millions of consumers and sources, but
rather to study a realistic use case of a scientific workflow where
dozens of consumers request data from dozens of sources through
a network connecting several sites. Based on these observations
the most suitable representation of this problem is the multiple
source shortest path (MSSP) problem (see Figure 5.5).

The network infrastructure is represented as a bidirectional
weighted graph G(V,E), where V is the set of all vertices in the
network and E all the edges or links. This model considers a
single consumer cns ∈ V which is based on the assumption that
every consumer request is processed by a separate thread.
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The set of data sources is D = {d1, d2, ..., dn} ⊂ V and the set
of switches is S = {s1, s2, . . . , sm} ⊂ V . S and D are disjoint sets.
The number of vertices is hence |V | = |D|+|S|+|cns| = n+m+1.
Table 5.1 summarizes the notations we will use in this paper.

In Figure 5.5, a path from a data source di to cns is described
as Pdi,cns = (di, si, sl, scns, cns) and the total cost of path Pdi,cns

is:

cdi,cns = cdi,si +
∑

csi,sl + cscns,cns. (5.1)

The MSSP problem it trying to find a data source di ∈ D
which is on a path Pdi,cns that minimizes the cost function in
Equation 5.1.

Because our goal is to speedup data transfers, the costs cdi,si , csi,sl ,
cscns,cns in Equation 5.1 represent features that impact data trans-
fers such as bandwidth, latency and load. Therefore, the costs
csi,sl assigned to the link between the switches si, sj is defined as:

csi,sj = MTTsi,sj + tsi,sj . (5.2)

The minimum transfer time, MTTsi,sj is defined as the time
it takes to move a file of size FS between switches si and sj
assuming exclusive access to the link between them. Therefore,
MTTsi,sj depends only on the bandwidth and latency of the link.
tsi,sj represents the additional delay caused by third party traffic
traversing the link between switches si and sj.

To calculate the minimum transfer time, MTTsi,sj , it is neces-
sary to obtain the maximum observed speed of a link. Therefore,
we calculate the minimum transfer time MTTsi,sj using the maxi-
mum observed speed Bpssi,sj , divided by the file size FS. Bpssi,sj
is calculated by dividing the number of bytes in a flow by the du-
ration of that flow. SDN provides us with the ability to retrieve
from each switch the number of received packets, bytes and the
duration of each flow. We use these metrics to calculate MTTsi,sj :

MTTsi,sj =
max(Bpssi,sj)

FS
. (5.3)
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Variable Description

cns The consumer that requests data

D = {d1, d2, ..., dn} ⊂ V The set of data sources where data
can be download from

S = {s1, s2, . . . , sm} ⊂ V The set of programmable switches

Pdi,cns A path from a data source di to
the consumer cns

cdi,cns The total cost of path Pdi,cns

cdi,si , csi,sl , cscns,cns The costs for traversing from data
source di to switch si, from switch
si to switch sl and from switch sl

to a consumer cns

MTTsi,sj The minimum transfer time for
moving a file of certain size from

si to sj

FS The size of the file we want to
move

tsi,sj The additional delay caused by
third party traffic in the link

connecting si and sj

Bpssi,sj The maximum observed speed in
bytes per second of the link

connecting si and sj

tsi,sj The average usage time of the link
connecting si and sj

Table 5.1: Description of the variables used in equations 5.1, 5.2,
5.3 and 5.4.
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In practice, it is challenging to obtain an accurate estimation
of the time it takes to transfer a file. Issues like sudden traffic
bursts and unexpected link failures make it particularly difficult
to make transfer time estimations. Instead of trying to estimate
the exact transfer time for a file, we calculate an additional delay
for each link that depends on how often the link is used. The
additional delay tsi,sj between si, sj is the average usage time of
the link.

This approach is not intended to provide an accurate estima-
tion of the added delay. Instead, it helps to provide a relative
indication of the link load. We use this approach because it im-
possible to obtain information about the bandwidth allocation
policy of a link or the number of streams contained in a flow.
In other words, it is not possible to know how many file trans-
fers pass through a link at the same time or the bandwidth each
transfer has been allocated.

Usage time tsi,sj is calculated by observing for how long flows
occupy the link connecting si and sj. tsi,sj is calculated as an
exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) [123]. We use
EWMA to obtain an average that smooths out short-term fluctu-
ations and highlights longer-term trends. This way sudden traffic
bursts or short-term link availability have no effect to the cost
function in Equation 5.2. The EWMA of tsi,sj is given by:

tsi,sj ,new = α · tsi,sj ,prev + (1− α) · tsi,sj ,curr, (5.4)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is the weighting factor, tsi,sj ,curr is the current
measurement, tsi,sj ,prev the previous value and tsi,sj ,new the newly
calculated value. The tsi,sj ,new is recalculated whenever there is a
new flow on the link.

Algorithm 6 shows the process of updating the MTTsi,sj and
tsi,sj metrics. As a first step the algorithm polls the SDN switches
for active flows (data transfers) in the network (line 3). Then, for
each flow in the network the algorithm calculates the sample max-
imum bandwidth which is necessary for Equation 5.3 (lines 4-8).
Finally, Algorithm 6 calculates the link usage as EWMA accord-
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ing to Equation 5.4. This algorithm introduces little complexity
(O(N)) as it only depends on the number of active flows and
therefore scales linearly.

Algorithm 6 Updating Bps and L metrics for active flows

1: procedure updateMetrics
2: while true do
3: Gather all active flows from switches and store it in F
4: for all flows ∈ F do
5: Calculate speed: Bpsnew = byteCount

duration

6: Retrieve the previous link speed Bpsold
7: if Bpsnew ≥ Bpsold then
8: Set link speed to Bpsnew
9: end if
10: Calculate MTTsi,sj according to Equation 5.3.
11: Retrieve the previous link average usage time tprev
12: Get the current link tcurrent
13: Calculate tsi,sj according to Equation 5.4
14: end for
15: end while
16: end procedure

Algorithm 7 builds the graph G(V,E) and calculates the cost
for each edge as defined in Equation 5.2. First, the algorithm
starts by calculating the cost cscns,cns of the link between consumer
cns and its associated switch scns. Then it calculates the costs
of the links on all the paths between the consumer switch and
each data source. Once all the costs of the G(V,E) are known,
the algorithm calculates the shortest path between the consumer
and all the available data sources. To find the shortest path we
use the well known Dijkstra’s algorithm, which has complexity
O(|E|+ |V |+ log |V |) [124].

The algorithms presented in Section 5.3 are implemented in an
SDN-aware DFAS. To optimize file transfers, we propose an ar-
chitecture which uses SDN to select the shortest path between
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Algorithm 7 Finding the least cost path from a set of data
sources to a consumer and return the most optimal source

1: procedure getLowestCostPath(cns,D)
2: Calculate the cost cc,scns from the consumer cns to its

switch scns using Equation 5.2
3: for all data source di ∈ D do
4: Calculate the cost cdi,sj from data source di to its

switch si using Equation 5.2
5: end for
6: for all switches si ∈ S do
7: Calculate the cost csi,sj from switch si to it switch sj

using Equation 5.2
8: end for
9: Find the shortest path from all data sources D to con-

sumer cns
10: Return the IP of data source di which is part of the short-

est path
11: end procedure

a set of data sources and a consumer. The new service ex-
tends our early work: A DFAS that federates data storage named
LOBCDER [101] and a network QoS-aware resource planning ser-
vice named NEtwork aware Workflow QoS Planner (NEWQoS-
Planner) [125].

5.3.1 Architecture Requirements

The architecture of the new DFAS should provide transparent
high performance and reliable data transfers. More specifically,
the design should implement a standardized protocol for access-
ing datasets and offer strict consistency to consumers. This re-
quirement allows the use of off-the-shelf client software which can
offer a file system abstraction. This is important to maintain net-
work transparency to files and allow applications to communicate
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through file exchange. The architecture should be able to use
any type of data source whether this is grid or cloud storage. It
should also have increased data availability and scale with increas-
ing request load. The requesting consumer should be assigned to
the best data source. If the selected data source is experiencing
heavy load the architecture should autonomously switch sources.
The service should be able to dynamically adapt seamlessly to
network congestions. Finally, there should be an abstraction layer
between the service and the network devices to enable the network
programmability.

We propose an SDN-aware DFAS architecture that consists of
three main components: the LOBCDER master and workers and
the NEWQoSPlanner. The LOBCDER master has a WebDAV in-
terface to offer clients a standardized data access protocol. Inter-
nally, the LOBCDER master keeps references of all data sources,
where actual data are stored.

The LOBCDER workers are stateless HTTP services that
serve two purposes: 1) load-balance incoming requests and main-
tain high data availability and 2) translate various protocols used
by the storage backend into standard HTTP to enable the use
by WebDAV clients. The storage backends may be of any type,
e.g.OpenStack-Swift [126], GridFTP [57], SFTP, etc. They may
be located anywhere and do not require installation of any addi-
tional software to be used by the proposed architecture.

The NEWQoSPlanner aggregates information collected from
the network, reserves paths and controls the flows via SDN con-
trollers. The proposed architecture relays on the existence of SDN
controllers and programmable switches, something that is becom-
ing more common in eInfrastructure. Figure 5.6 shows the overall
architecture; the LOBCDER workers are the data sources. The
workers overlay a set of independent and heterogeneous storage
backends.
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Figure 5.6: Architecture of the SDN-Aware DFAS supporting mul-
tiple SDN domains. On the top level, the LOBCDER master
communicates with the NEWQoSPlanner to get information for
selecting the most optimal worker. The NEWQoSPlanner aggre-
gates information from all SDN controllers. For non-SDN domains
the NEWQoSPlanner treats them as a black box, collecting in-
formation only on the input and out output of the domain. At
transfer time the NEWQoSPlanner is used to optimize the data
route.

5.3.2 NEWQoSPlanner

NEWQoSPlanner is an agent based system which bridges the ap-
plication and the underlying network infrastructure. The NEWQoS-
Planner selects network sources and invoke network services to
reserve, allocate, provision and control the network resources.
NEWQoSPlanner is able to provide cross-domain topology de-
scriptions and information. The system originally developed in
the context of the CineGrid [127] project to support collabora-
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tive video composition on large quantity of video material. The
NEWQoSPlanner uses a Network Markup Language (NML) to
describe the network topology and the connected devices. With
the network description the NEWQoSPlanner resolves QoS con-
straints by searching for optimal combinations of network paths
between sources and destinations. For controlling network ser-
vices, it supports the NSI framework [121] and the OpenFlow
standard.

In this work, we use the OpenFlow interface of the NEWQoS-
Planner to obtain information from the SDN controllers and to
monitor the performance and characteristics of each link in the
network. This allows us to include Algorithms 6 and 7 into
NEWQoSPlanner and assign to consumers the data source with
the lowest cost and dynamically adapt to network congestions.

5.3.3 SDN-Aware Data Federation

Algorithms 6 and 7 are implemented extending the NEWQoSPlan-
ner. Algorithm 6 provides a view of the state of the network and
Algorithm 7 uses this information to solve the MSSP problem.
To communicate with LOBCDER, NEWQoSPlanner implements
two additional interfaces. The first is used by the LOBCDER
master to request a solution for the MSSP problem which allows
for the selection of the most suitable worker. The second interface
is used by the LOBCDER worker to request traffic re-routing in
case a network congestion. We have also equipped the LOBCDER
worker with the ability to monitor the performance of file trans-
fers and detect any performance degradation. The interaction of
the main architecture components is described below.

The NEWQoSPlanner constantly pools the SDN controllers
for active flows and keeps a record of the MTT and L metrics
computed in Algorithm 6. Additionally, it calculates the shortest
paths based on the topology information which includes the lo-
cation of the available workers and potential consumers with the
use of Algorithm 7. As soon as LOBCDER master receives a
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request from a consumer to download a file, it requests from the
NEWQoSPlanner the shortest path between the consumer and
the available workers. The NEWQoSPlanner identifies the short-
est path and returns to the master the IP of the worker that
can be used to download the data. The LOBCDER master then
sends a redirect message1 back to the consumer which initiate the
transfer. Finding the shortest path between the consumer and
a set of workers may take a long time depending on the size of
the network and number of workers. To ensure that the con-
sumer gets a response within a reasonable amount of time, the
LOBCDER master sets a deadline for getting the response from
the NEWQoSPlanner. If the deadline expires and the LOBCDER
master has no response, it assigns a worker based on a simple
round-robin algorithm.

Moreover, as soon as the transfer begins the assigned LOBCDER
worker samples the speed of the transfer. The speed is calculated
as a EWMA to smooth out any short term fluctuations. As soon
as the speed drops below a certain threshold the worker sends
to the NEWQoSPlanner a request to optimize the flow between
the consumer and the LOBCDER worker. The NEWQoSPlanner
looks for the shortest path between the consumer and worker us-
ing Algorithm 7 and directs the flow through the least cost path.
To avoid suboptimal path selection, the worker sends periodical
requests to the NEWQoSPlanner to search for possible paths with
the lowest cost. The frequency of requests is decreased when the
transfer nears its completion. Selecting a suboptimal path may
occur if the NEWQoSPlanner selects a less used link with less
bandwidth instead of a busy link with more bandwidth. How-
ever, if the link with more bandwidth becomes available during
the transfer, the worker should be able to switch to link with more
bandwidth. Moreover, if the worker detects a drop in performance
and after sending requests to the NEWQoSPlanner observes no
improvement, it assumes that either the worker link is busy, or
the node hosting the worker is under high load.

1This is an HTTP Redirect message with a 302 return code
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In the case of high load on the host resources it is preferable
to monitor the transfer speed rather than CPU and memory load.
CPU and memory usage of a virtual machine running on a cloud
do not increase if the hosting node is under high load. If the
worker detects a drop in performance and the consumer supports
byte serving2 the worker drops the connection forcing the con-
sumer to resume the transfer from a different worker. In the case
where the node hosting the worker is under heavy load the worker
itself notifies the master about its state. This is done to avoid
rescheduling of the same worker.

The way the three main components of the architecture (the
LOBCDER master and worker and NEWQoSPlanner) interact
with each other can be seen in Figure 5.7. They can be deployed
on eInfrastructure with SDN-enabled switches and are invisible to
consumers and therefore do not require any modifications to the
software used by these consumers.

LOBCDER’s architecture compiles with the requirements de-
fined in Chapter 2. LOBCDER is loosely coupled with no de-
pendencies to specific data resources or client implementations.
The architecture scales for both the increase of data volumes and
demand. Including additional storage resources can provide vir-
tually limitless storage capacity while the use of SDN can move
data faster and more efficient. Deploying extra workers balances
the demand load and provides to users increased data availability.
LOBCDER provides an abstraction layer through a standardized
WebDAV interface which allows for legacy tasks to use it by sim-
ply mounting LOBCDER.

5.4 Analysis of Scalability

In the VPH production platform, the LOBCDER master is able
to serve more than 38,000 requests per second, which is sufficient
for the current load. In case of increase of the load, multiple R

2Consumer can request a range of bytes from a file
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Figure 5.7: Interaction of the main architecture components.
When an HTTP consumer requests data LOBCDER provides
the data transfer from heterogeneous storage backends, while the
NEWQoSPlanner aggregates information about the state of the
network and uses Algorithms 6 and 7 to select the optimal worker
and path for the data.

masters can be instantiated allowing to load-balance the incoming
traffic across all the masters.

To evaluate the scalability of LOBCDER in terms of file avail-
ability for concurrent requests, a set of benchmark tests where
conducted. One LOBCDER RW master was deployed on a com-
puter at the University of Amsterdam with an Intel Xeon E5450
CPU at 3.00GHz and 8 GB of memory and 16 LOBCDER workers
on 16 nodes of the DAS-3 supercomputer3. Each node has a 2.4
GHz AMD Opteron CPU and 4 GB of memory. The storage is lo-
cated on three nodes hosted on the DAS-4 supercomputer and are
accessible through secure file transfer protocol (SFTP)4. All files
were replicated on all available storage and to reduce the load on
the storage backend, caches were used on each LOBCDER worker.
For producing concurrent requests, we used the Tsung benchmark

3DAS-3:http://www.cs.vu.nl/das3/
4DAS-4:http://www.cs.vu.nl/das4/
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Figure 5.8: Benchmark setup for analysis of scalability and per-
formance. The master receives a number of concurrent request
which are redirected to the workers.

tool5 which is able to simulate a large amount of users. Tests are
composed of four separate experiments using 128, 256, 512 and
1024 users requesting the same file simultaneously. On each test 1,
2, 4, 8 and 16 workers were used respectively. The benchmarking
setup can be seen in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.9 shows the average session time of all users. One
session is the time between a user sends a request to download
a file and the time it takes LOBCDER to complete the trans-
fer. As the number of users increases their average wait time
also increases for a fixed number of workers. This happens be-
cause each user is served by a separate thread of execution. As
LOBCDER creates more threads to serve incoming requests it
uses CPU and IO resources slowing down the response. When
adding more workers the average waiting time of each user is
drastically decreased. Adding more workers increases the rate at
which users finish their download. We have measured that with
1 worker, LOBCDER serves approximately 55 users/sec and with

5http://tsung.erlang-projects.org/
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Figure 5.9: Average session time of users. One session is the time
between a GET request from the user and an OK response from
LOBCDER.

16 workers it serves 90 users/sec.
Figure 5.10 shows the rate at which LOBCDER serves 1024

users simultaneously requesting the same file. As the number of
workers increases the rate at which users finish their download in-
creases. When using 1 worker LOBCDER starts serving requests
after 40 seconds and reaches its highest rate of approximately 55
users/sec after 90 sec. With 16 workers LOBCDER starts serving
requests after 10 sec and reaches its highest rate after 20 sec,
serving 90 users/sec.

These benchmark tests show that LOBCDER’s architecture is
able to cope with an increase of the number of requests and the
number of users.

5.4.1 Virtual Test Environment

To assess the performance of the SDN-aware architecture we used
a controlled test environment. This environment allows evaluation
of the performance and functionality of the architecture against
several scenarios. Using real live networks these scenarios might
be particularly difficult to test. Moreover, a virtual test environ-
ment allows us to verify that the proposed system will perform as
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Figure 5.10: Rate at which LOBCDER serves users. The rate of
users finishing download a file increases and is processed faster as
more more workers are added.

expected and generate reproducible results. It also gives us the
chance to study the relationships between the components of the
architecture in detail. We may control characteristics of the links
specifying bandwidth and latency as well as introduce traffic in
any part of the network. To conduct our experiments we used
ExoGeni [114] a multi-domain infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS)
federated testbed that provides a virtual laboratory for network-
ing and distributed systems. open resource control architecture
(ORCA), the ExoGENI control framework software, allows easy
deployment of virtual topologies, composed by virtual machines,
networking connections and other elements.

Our virtual test environment consists of the topology shown
in Figure 5.11. The topology in Figure 5.11 represents a common
setup. It is often the case that two universities or eInfrastructure
are connected with one or more direct links and share computa-
tional and storage resources to run experiments on the infrastruc-
ture as well as to execute large-scale, data-demanding scientific
applications [128]. This testbed was selected to validate all basic
features of the elaborated approach, algorithms and architecture.

In this topology all switches are Open vSwitch which are open-
source software switches [129] and are connected to the SDN con-
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Figure 5.11: Experimental topology for analysis of SDN-aware
data transfer system. In this topology we are looking for the
most optimal worker to transfer large files to the consumer and
investigate the discovery of alternative routes between the worker
and the consumer.
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Node Round Trip Time, ms

Worker 1 2.82 (via link 4)

Worker 1 3.11 (via link 5)

Worker 2 1.78

Worker 3 2.79 (via link 4)

Worker 3 2.74 (via link 5)

Table 5.2: Round trip time (RTT) from consumer to workers for
the topology in Figure 5.11. Worker 2, which is closer to the
consumer, has lower RTT compared with the rest of the workers.

troller using OpenFlow. For the topology in Figure 5.11, links 1,
2, 4, 7, 8 and 9 and have 100 Mbps bandwidth while links 3, 5
and 6 have 10 Mbps. All links except links 3 and 6 are used for
data transfers. Links 3 and 6 are used to send and receive control
messages between the switches and the controller. Latency plays
an important role in performance; table 5.2 shows the average
round trip time from each node to the consumer.

In the experiment setup the consumer sends requests to down-
load files to the LOBCDER master. LOBCDER master commu-
nicates with NEWQoSPlanner to get the optimal path between
workers and the consumer and redirects requests to the appropri-
ate worker. The workers stream data to the consumer from the
backends and monitor the speed of the transfer. In this setup
we assume that the workers are deployed on the backends them-
selves. The workers use a simple caching mechanism where they
evict the oldest file from their cache using a least recently used
(LRU) eviction policy. Therefore, since the consumer requests the
same file it receives it directly from the worker. The NEWQoS-
Planner collects information from SDN controllers (in this case the
NEWQoSPlanner and SDN controller are on the same node) and
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provides the optimal path to the LOBCDER master. The two
switches are registered on the SDN controller. The NEWQoS-
Planner decides about the optimal routing and sets the routing
rules on the switches via the SDN controller. Before the con-
sumer makes any request the switches work in a standalone mode
where they act as normal layer 2 switches. As soon as the con-
sumer requests a file from LOBCDER, the master contacts the
NEWQoSPlanner to set the most optimal path.

The virtual experimental topologies represent several separate
networks, where we can control and collect information from.
We assume that we can use resources on all networks to de-
ploy LOBCDER workers. As stated earlier, this is in accordance
with a real-world setup where several eInfrastructure are directly
connected to each other and share available resources for exper-
imenting on the infrastructure or to run data and I/O-intensive
scientific applications. Therefore, with this common topology we
can investigate the selection of the most optimal worker, discover
alternative routes between the worker and the consumer.

5.4.2 Evaluation Scenarios

As mentioned in Section 5.3, there are three components involved
in a file transfer: a set of sources, a consumer and a network with
a path from the source to the consumer. In this section we will
provide three scenarios that examine the role of all three compo-
nents and their impact of the performance of the data transfers.
The following experiments have two objectives: validate the cost
function used in Algorithm 7 (Scenario 1) and investigate prob-
lems that can appear at the edge of the network at the source
nodes (scenario 2), or the network core (scenario 3).

We assume that transfers are performed on a shared infras-
tructure (multi-user, multi-application). As a consequence the
network can become congested by additional traffic and the hosts
can become overload by co-hosted applications. For each scenario
we compare results with and without the use of the NEWQoS-
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Planner while the consumer requests to download a file from the
LOBCDER master. The scenarios of each experiment are de-
scribed as follows:

Scenario 1: Optimal worker Selection: The nodes hosting
the LOBCDER workers 1 and 3 from which data is streamed to
the consumer, also host applications generating additional traf-
fic which reduce the available bandwidth. For this scenario we
consider two cases: 1) one using the NEWQoSPlanner to choose
the path and worker with less traffic and 2) one using a simple
round-robin algorithm for selecting workers.

Scenario 2: Dynamic worker Selection: The LOBCDER
master chooses the worker with the lowest traffic. During the
transfer other applications on the nodes hosting LOBCDER work-
ers 1 and 2 start I/O operations which reduces the performance
of the data transfer. Here we consider two cases: 1) a static one
where worker continues the transfer to the consumer on the over-
loaded link and 2) a dynamic case where the worker drops the
connection if the speed is below a certain threshold and the con-
sumer makes a new request to the master to resume the transfers
using another worker.

Scenario 3: Dynamic Traffic Routing: The LOBCDER
master chooses the worker with less traffic. The node hosing
worker 2 is not available due to downtime and during the trans-
fer the selected LOBCDER worker detected a degradation of the
network performance due to a congestion on the network. In the
controlled experimental environment we simulate network conges-
tion on link 4 and therefore reduce the available bandwidth (in
this experiment we reduced the bandwidth to 10 kbps). This sim-
ulates link reliability issues (link starts to drop packets) and data
sources failing. Similarly to the second scenario, we consider two
cases: 1) the static one where the worker continues the transfer
using the problematic link, 2) the dynamic case where the worker
requests from the NWEQosPlanner to find an new optimal path
to the consumer if the speed drops below a certain threshold.
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5.4.3 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed architecture, we
measured the speed at which the consumer downloads files of
different sizes. The files we used scenario 1 and 2 described in
Section 5.4.2 are 10 MB, 100 MB and 1 GB. For the last two
scenarios we used files of 100 MB, 1 GB and 5 GB. With the first
two we investigate how we can increase file transfer performance
by selecting the most optimal worker as well as the worker’s abil-
ity to react to congestions on its link. Scenario 3 we look at the
ability of the architecture to dynamically adapt and discover al-
ternative routes between the worker and the consumer that avoid
congestions and unreliable links.

Scenario 1: Optimal Worker Selection

As expected, it is clear from Table 5.3 that for small file trans-
fers (up to 10 MB) the round-robin strategy is faster than the
NEWQoSPlanner. This is mainly due to the overhead introduced
by the procedures which try to optimize both the worker selection
and the path to the consumer. However, for larger file transfers
(over 100 MB), this overhead becomes negligible and the average
speed of the transfers is very close to the link bandwidth. As
mentioned in Section 5.4.1 for this scenario, all links have 100
Mbps (12 MB/sec) bandwidth and for file sizes over 100 MB our
solution can utilize at least 89.7% of the link speed.

The round-robin strategy exhibits a higher variance because
the selection process is not considering the characteristics of the
workers or the link and each worker is selected according to a
predefine order. If the algorithm selects workers 1 or 3 a sig-
nificant drop in the transfer speed is registered. When selecting
worker 2 the transfers are a lot faster. This is because worker 2
is connected to the consumer via a low-traffic path and has lower
latency (see Table 5.2).
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NEWQoSPlanner Round-Robin
File
Size

Speed,
MB/sec

Stdev,
MB/sec

Speed,
MB/sec

Stdev,
MB/sec

10 MB 7.23 0.64 7.84 6.61
100 MB 10.77 0.56 9.08 3.36
1 GB 11.17 0.06 8.55 3.25

Table 5.3: Results for scenario 1. We measured the transfer speed
using 10 MB, 100 MB and 1 GB files and compared it with a
round-robin strategy and the use of SDN technologies that allows
us to select the worker with the least amount of load on its link
and resources.

Scenario 2: Dynamic Worker Selection

In this scenario the worker monitors the quality of the transfer by
calculating the EWMA (this is similar with Equation 5.4 in Sec-
tion 5.3) to smooth out short-term fluctuations. The sensitivity
of the EWMA to short term variations is defined by a weight-
ing factor α ∈ [0, 1]. Smaller values of α make the EWMA very
sensitive to network speed fluctuations while larger values of α
(close to one) make EWMA less sensitive therefore the choice of
α affects the stability of the worker. If α is too low the worker
will be too sensitive to speed fluctuations and may unnecessarily
close the connection. If α is too high the worker will not be able
to react quickly to performance reductions. Figure 5.12 shows the
effect of α on the threshold used by the worker to decide when to
drop the connection. In this Figure we monitor the performance
of a transfer and measure the “real” speed. To simulate network
congestion we introduce additional traffic after 220 sec.

In Figure 5.12(a), with α = 0.5 and the threshold is set to
90% of the maximum EWMA speed (each time we calculate the
EWMA we compare if the newly calculated value is greater that
the previously saved maximum EWMA speed). If the EWMA
speed crosses the threshold the worker drops the connection. In
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(a) α = 0.5 and threshold 90% of the
maximum EWMA speed.

(b) α = 0.95 and threshold 90% of the
maximum EWMA speed.

Figure 5.12: Effect of α on the threshold used by the worker to
drop the connection. If α it is too low the worker will be too
sensitive. If it is too high the worker will not be able to detect
the drop in performance fast enough.

this case the worker unnecessarily drops the connection after 36
sec. It is only when α = 0.95 that the worker behaves as expected
and drop the connection only after the point where we have in-
jected extra traffic to create network congestion (Figure 5.12(b)).

Table 5.4 shows the results we obtain when testing scenario
2. The results show that the strategy of workers closing the
connection doesn’t always have a positive impact on the perfor-
mance. For relatively small file transfers (100 MB) the over-
head of finding an alternative worker, described in the second
scenario is too high compared with the total transfer time. How-
ever, this strategy shows improvement for large data transfers.
Figure 5.13 shows the transfer speed measured at the consumer
when downloading a 5 GB file. After approximately 200 sec
the performance drops dramatically because the node hosting the
LOBCDER worker is performing some other I/O operation. In
the static case the LOBCDER worker is not reacting and the
download is completed in approximately 990 sec. Using monitor-
ing the LOBCDER worker drops the connection at approximately
220 sec and the consumer resumes the transfer at approximately
250 sec from an alternative LOBCDER worker complementing the
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Dynamic: Worker
monitors perfor-
mance

Static: Worker
continues transfer
on overloaded link

File
Size

Speed,
MB/sec

Stdev,
MB/sec

Speed,
MB/sec

Stdev,
MB/sec

100 MB 2.44 0.29 7.07 1.53
1 GB 7.85 0.56 5.66 0.31
5 GB 10.20 0.28 5.94 0.56

Table 5.4: Results for the second scenario. We measured the
transfer speed using 100 MB 1 GB and 5 GB files and compared
it with two worker implementations: A worker that is not moni-
toring performance and a worker that monitors the transfer and
reacts to performance drops.

download after 457 sec.

Scenario 3: Dynamic Traffic Routing

Figure 5.14 shows the results for the third scenario while down-
loading a 1 GB file. After 55 sec the performance of the transfer
is reduced. In the static routing case the transfer continues on the
problematic link completing the transfer after 940 sec. In the dy-
namic routing case the traffic is rerouted from an alternative link
completing the transfer after 545 sec. Therefore, flow optimiza-
tion using NEWQoSPlanner significantly improves the file transfer
which is completed approximately 40 % faster. The worker detects
a drop of performance, sends a request to the NEWQoSPlanner
to optimize the flow (which takes approximately 70 sec). The
NEWQoSPlanner provides an alternative route via link 5 which
has a lower bandwidth (10 Mbps) but at this moment is faster
than link 4 which has lower bandwidth (10 kbps) due to the
injected traffic.
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Figure 5.13: Results for the second scenario. We measured speed
from the consumer’s perspective while downloading a 5 GB file.
After approximately 200 sec the performance drops dramatically
because the node hosting the LOBCDER worker is performing
some other I/O operation. In the static case the LOBCDER
worker is not reacting while in the dynamic it drops the con-
nection at approximately 220 sec and the consumer resumes the
transfer at approximately 250 sec from an alternative LOBCDER
worker.

5.5 Summary

eInfrastructure are accessed by the scientific community through a
layer of high level services that manage the execution of workflows
which are composed by tasks that communicate with each other
through file exchange [21, 22]. This file exchange is facilitated by
file access services (DFASs) that use a single entry point for dis-
covering and writing data that on one hand ensures a consistent
shared global namespace but on the other hand it can be a bot-
tleneck and a point of failure. DFASs, pool together distributed
storage resources across multiple locations and use these resources
for distributed read access to data. DFASs have to address scala-
bility issues that include the increase of requests, the number and
size of files. At the same time DFASs have to offer consistency,
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Figure 5.14: Results for the third scenario. Measuring speed from
the consumer’s perspective while downloading a 1 GB file. After
55 sec the performance of the transfer is reduced due to injected
traffic on the chosen link. In the static routing case the transfer
continues on the problematic link completing the transfer after
940 sec. In the dynamic case, the LOBCDER worker sends an
optimization request to the NEWQoSPlanner which reroutes the
traffic from an alternative link complementing the transfer after
545 sec.
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availability and partition tolerance. Network resources are not
used by DFASs mainly because the configuration of network de-
vices is challenging. In traditional IP networks the control plane
and the data plane are inside the networking devices making any
change of configuration time-consuming. This has forced DFASs
to treat the network as a black box.

To address the challenges mentioned above we extended the ar-
chitecture from Chapter 4 into a scalable distributed architecture.
The distributed LOBCDER is composed of three components, the
Read/Write (RW) master, the Read (R) master and the workers.
The read/write operations are performed by one RW master to
maintain the file system’s consistency while read only operations
can be performed by any type of master. If at any point the RW
master fails a R master will take its place, making it a RW mas-
ter. The workers are stateless services that take over download
requests. To further improve reliability and performance and to
select the optimal data source (worker) and data path for a down-
load request, LOBCDER uses a novel approach introducing SDN.
The overall architecture is transparent for end users as they may
locate, discover, and share datasets from a single entry point with
off-the-shelf software like web browsers or WebDAV clients. The
distributed architecture is able to offer consistency, availability
and partition tolerance. It is also able to scale with the increase
of requests and offer more reliable and faster data transfers which
result in considerable faster execution for workflows.
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Chapter 6

Applications

In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we have addressed the challenges for building
data pipelines between web services, and we presented solutions to
efficiently build data pipelines between web services to efficiently
produce and consume data. We have also studied data federation
and proposed techniques to improve scalability using a flexible, easy-
to-use and transparent architecture. In all of these chapters, we
provided a preliminary evaluation of our approach using benchmark
or scalability tests.

In this chapter, we will present a number of applications in
which we have applied our proposed solutions for data transfer and
federation. These applications range from text mining to medical
and astronomical visualizations. In the last part of this chapter,
we also provide the usage and characteristics of applications using
VPH-Share, which proves the sustainability of the proposed meth-
ods.

The results in this chapter formed the bases of the following
publications:

• S. Koulouzis, E. Meij, M. Marshall, and A. Belloum, “En-
abling Data Transport between Web Services through alter-
native protocols and Streaming,” in eScience, 2008. eScience
’08. IEEE Fourth International Conference on, pp. 400–401,

105
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December 2008

• S. Koulouzis, E. Meij, and A. Belloum, “Enabling Large
Data Transfers Between Web Services,” in 5th EGEE User
Forum 2010/Book of Contributions (E. Floros, ed.), (Up-
sala), pp. 153–154, 2010

• S. Koulouzis, R. Cushing, K. Karasavvas, A. Belloum, and
M. Bubak, “Enabling Web Services to Consume and Pro-
duce Large Datasets,” Internet Computing, IEEE, vol. 16,
pp. 52–60, January 2012

• S. Koulouzis, E. Zudilova-Seinstra, and A. Belloum, “Data
transport between visualization web services for medical im-
age analysis,” Procedia Computer Science, vol. 1, no. 1,
pp. 1727 – 1736, 2010. ICCS 2010

• S. Koulouzis, A. S. Belloum, M. T. Bubak, Z. Zhao, M. Živković,
and C. T. de Laat, “SDN-Aware Federation of Distributed
Data,” Future Gener. Comput. Syst, vol. 56, pp. 64–76, March
2016

• S. Koulouzis, A. S. Belloum, and M. T. Bubak, “Data Ac-
cess Profiles of VPH Applications,” VPH Conference, Septem-
ber 2016. Accepted at VPH 2016, Amsterdam, 26-28 Septem-
ber 2016

6.1 Indexing and Name-Entry Recogni-

tion

Indexing is a computationally and data-intensive procedure which
analyses and extracts content from documents. Named Entity
Recognition (NER) aims to extract and classify information units
from text such as names, biological species and numeric expres-
sions [131]. The Adaptive Information Disclosure Application
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(AIDA) Toolkit, which was developed for the Adaptive Informa-
tion Disclosure (AID) project [132], provides a set of components
which enable indexing of NER and querying. The components of
the toolkit are exposed as a web service to enable the construc-
tion of workflows. The index web service is named IndexerWS,
the search web service is named SearchWS and the NER web
service is named NERecognizeWS.

For this application, we used the IndexerWS web service to in-
dex Medline documents obtained from the Medline bibliographic
database, which is produced and maintained by the U.S. Na-
tional Library of Medicine [133]. Medline’s annual dataset con-
tains more than 17 million publication documents and requires
approximately 64 GB of disk space. Having constructed the docu-
ment index, workflows and users can use the SearchWS to retrieve
documents given a query for certain proteins. Queries directed to
the SearchWS have to include an argument, which limits the num-
ber of results. This input argument has a maximum limit at the
initial web service implementation. The reason for this limit is to
prevent the service from crashing while trying to return a large
set of results. Given a query for a set of proteins, the NERecog-
nizeWS can be used to discover and classify them. We used these
services to construct an application that can be divided into two
workflows: 1) indexing, 2) searching-NER. Figure 6.1 shows an
overview of the process.

6.1.1 Indexing

For the indexing workflows, we used the annual Medline dataset,
which contains 593 files. Each compressed file is on average 14.5
MB. Medline files hold a set of documents that include bibli-
ographic metadata such as the author, title, journal, PubMed
record ID and Digital Object Identifier (DOI)s. The size of the
compressed dataset is 8.4 GB, which is too large for conventional
data transfer methods used by web services. To enable parallel
indexing, the IndexerWS and ProxyWS are deployed on multi-
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Figure 6.1: Indexing and NER use case. This figure depicts the
overall process for classifying proteins found in Medline publica-
tions.

ple nodes. Moreover, the Medlinedataset is divided into subsets,
where the scientific workflow management system (SWMS) sends
the location of each subset to a separate IndexerWS instance.
Each individual IndexerWS service retrieves its assigned docu-
ment subset using the ProxyWS’sVirtual Resource System (VRS)
and starts indexing. When a service finishes indexing its sub-
set of documents, it sends a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
specifying the location of that index. The SWMS then calls the
IndexerWS that will hold the entire index to merge the subindexes
into a universal one. Figure 6.2 shows the workflow.

6.1.2 Searching and NER

Using the index constructed in the previous workflows, we em-
ployed the SearchWS to retrieve a set of documents containing
certain proteins. The results of that query were passed to the
NERecognizeWS to classify proteins found in the results. We
considered three different versions executing this workflow:

1. we used the SearchWS and NERecognizeWS without the
ProxyWS. Therefore, any results would be returned via Sim-
ple Object Access protocol (SOAP),
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Figure 6.2: Indexing workflow. In this workflow, the 8.5 GB
dataset is split into parts. Each part is indexed by a separate
web service. After each service is done, each subindex is merged
on the web service on the master node.

2. we used the ProxyWS to invoke the SearchWS and NERec-
ognizeWS to enable us to reference and dereference results,

3. we re-implemented both SearchWS and NERecognizeWS us-
ing the ProxyWS’s interface to enable direct streaming be-
tween web services.

Figure 6.3 shows the three versions of the search-NER workflow.
SOAP workflow: This version of the workflow uses SOAP

for all communication and goes through the following steps:

1. the SWMS invokes the SearchWS to query the index,

2. the SearchWS returns the results to the SWMS via SOAP,

3. the SWMS passes these results to the NERecognizeWS, and
obtains the classification via SOAP.

ProxyWSworkflow: It performs the same actions, but in-
stead of calls being directed to the SearchWS and NERecog-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.3: The three versions of the searching-NER workflow.
In the SOAP workflow (6.3(a)), we used only SOAP for the data
communication. For the ProxyWS workflow (6.3(b)), we used
ProxyWS to reference and dereference data, and in the streaming
workflow (6.3(c)), we re-implemented all web services using the
ProxyWS Application Programming Interface (API) to use direct
streaming.

nizeWS, they are directed to the ProxyWS, and are executed
as follows:

1. the SWMS invokes the ProxyWS on the SearchWS side to
query the index,

2. the SearchWS returns the results to the ProxyWS. The
ProxyWS references the returned data and returns that ref-
erence back to the SWMS via SOAP,

3. the SWMS passes this reference to the ProxyWS of the
NERecognizeWS side that will obtain the results directly
from the SearchWS, and invokes the NERecognizeWS to
recognize the text.

4. Finally, the results created by the NERecognizeWS are de-
livered to the SWMS via SOAP.

Streaming workflow: We use the ProxyWS to re-implement
the two services and create a direct data stream between them.
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This data stream is used to pass documents relative to a query
from the SearchWS to the NERecognizeWS, and is executed as
follows:

1. the SWMS invokes the SearchWS to query the index,

2. the SearchWS returns a URI where the data stream can be
obtained, and starts feeding the stream with results,

3. the SWMS invokes NERecognizeWS to start processing the
documents coming from the SearchWS by providing the URI
so that the two services can establish the data stream,

4. the results created by the NERecognizeWS are delivered to
the SWMS via SOAP.

6.1.3 Performance Analysis

Next, we present the results for the indexing and search-NER
workflows. Figure 6.4 shows the total execution time, pre-stage
time, execution time and post-stage time. The pre-stage is the
process of uploading the subset of documents to the individual
nodes. Execution is the actual indexing, and the post-stage is
the process of merging the subindexes with the universal index.
As the number of nodes increases, the execution time decreases
while the post-stage time increases. This is attributed to the I/O
latency at the IndexerWS performing multiple index merging of
smaller subindexes to construct the universal index.

Figure 6.5 shows the results for the search-NER workflow.
Each bar represents the execution time for each of the three work-
flows (SOAP, ProxyWS and streaming). For each of the three
workflows, the experiment is repeated for 100 to 8300 documents
(the number of documents returned by the SearchWS) using the
same query. The results in Figure 6.5 show that SOAP failed to
scale for more than 1100 documents. This is because the SWMS
could not cope with the size of the two returned SOAP messages
(the query results and the NER). A possible solution for enabling
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Figure 6.4: Total, pre-stage, execution and post-stage times of the
indexing workflow as a function of the nodes. These results indi-
cate that for eight nodes, the time needed to merge each subindex
(post-stage) increases. The results are obtained by executing the
workflow ten times and measuring the average execution time.
The minimum standard deviation for the total execution time is
3.6 s (for 8 hosts) and the maximum 17.4 s (for 1 host).

larger amounts of data to fit into SOAP would be to increase the
memory on the SWMS and of the service container. However, this
is not a scalable solution as the SWMS would eventually run out
of memory when even larger data would be produced. Proxying
and streaming managed to cope with the data requirements of
8300 documents. This is attributed to the data-referencing capa-
bilities of ProxyWS, which makes it possible for data to be sent
directly to the consuming services.

6.2 Medical Visualization Workflow

Numerical simulation of the blood flow in human vascular struc-
tures helps us to obtain extensive knowledge about its behaviour,
and to develop solutions for the treatment of vascular disorders
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Figure 6.5: Execution times for the search-NER workflow. Each
line represents the execution time for each of the three workflows
(SOAP, ProxyWS and streaming). The x-axis represents the num-
ber of documents in thousands and the y-axis the execution time
of the workflow. The results are obtained by taking the average
time between 15 workflow executions. The minimum standard
deviation is 0.04 s (at 4300 documents) and the maximum 0.73 s
(at 5700 documents).

[134]. At times, simulation datasets are so big and complex that
they cannot be easily interpreted. Instead, visualizations of such
data can reveal relevant information without a loss of the over-
all perspective. However, the location of these datasets is often
distributed and resources (hardware, software, etc.) are not al-
ways in the same location as the datasets, creating difficulties to
researchers for the easy development, sharing and execution of
their visualizations.

Visualization pipeline [135] is a visualization model that de-
scribes a step-wise process for creating visual representations of
data. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), combined with effi-
cient data transfer methods, may provide a more flexible process
for constructing, sharing and executing visualization pipelines. We
applied a service-oriented visualization model presented in [136].
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This model originates from the traditional visualization pipeline
model of Haber and McNabb [135], and is based on the prin-
ciple that any visualization sub-process (i.e. reading, filtering,
mapping and rendering) can be transformed into an independent
service [137].

6.2.1 Visualization Pipelines

For medical visualization, we used two visualization pipelines to
construct a visualization workflow that examines the blood flow
in human vascular structures. The first is an isosurface extrac-
tion pipeline that allows the representation of human vascular
structures as surfaces. These surfaces are generally constructed
using polygons as primitives. The second pipeline is a streamline-
based visualization that is used for visualizing the blood flow.
Streamlines represent a set of paths traced out by massless par-
ticles as they move within a flow [138, 139]. Using streamlines,
the user (e.g. medical specialist) can investigate how the flow
curves and whether it diverges or converges at specific points. To
make it easier for users to analyse the behaviour of the blood
flow, streamlines may be displayed in combination with the pa-
tient’s data, where streamlines are positioned inside the arterial
structures. The isosurface extraction pipeline shown in Figure
6.6(a) starts by reading from a dataset the patient’s vascular
condition, and converting it to the Visualization Toolkit (VTK)
format. Next, the pipeline maps polygonal data to graphics prim-
itives, and it renders graphics primitives into a final image (three-
dimensional (3D) arterial structures). The streamline-based flow
visualization pipeline shown in Figure 6.6(b) starts by reading a
simulated blood flow. The blood flow is simulated using the Lat-
tice boltzmann method (LBM), which maps the average motion
of the fluid/blood particles on a lattice [140]. The derived data
are passed to a filter process to generate streamlines. An addi-
tional filter is applied to colour the streamlines according to the
velocity.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.6: Visualization pipelines. The isosurface extraction
pipeline (a) allows the representation of human vascular struc-
tures as surfaces. The streamline-based flow pipeline (b) is used
for visualizing the blood flow.

Based on existing work [136], we developed three visualization
web services: 1) The ReadVTKS service responsible for reading
and filtering sub-processes in the isosurface extraction pipeline
as well as in the streamline-based flow visualization pipeline.
2) The StreamVTKS service responsible for the filtering sub-
process in the streamline-based flow visualization pipeline. 3) The
RenderVTK service responsible for mapping and rendering sub-
processes, which is applicable to both pipelines. Figure 6.6 shows
where each service is used in the visualization pipelines. The web
services described above were used to service-enable the two vi-
sualization pipelines (isosurface extraction and streamline-based).
Figure 6.7(a) shows the service-enabled isosurface extraction pipeline,
while Figure 6.7(b) shows the streamline-based flow visualization
pipeline. In Figure 6.7(c), the two pipelines are combined to
produce the final visualization.

Based on the visualization pipeline shown in Figure 6.7(c), we
created the workflow shown in Figure 6.8. In that workflow, the
amount of data that needs to be analysed and transferred from
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.7: Service-oriented visualization pipelines: (a) isosurface
extraction pipeline; (b) streamline-based visualization pipeline; (c)
combined visualization pipeline that process the final visualiza-
tion, where the medical specialist can investigate how the blood
flow behaves inside arterial structures.
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Figure 6.8: From a visualization pipeline to a service-oriented
model.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.9: Data transfer models: (a) centralized — web services
exchange data through a central repository; (b) distributed —
web services exchange directly with each other.

one web service to another may cause significant time loss with
respect to the overall workflow execution.

6.2.2 Transferring Medical Data

Distributed visualization pipelines can potentially analyse and
generate large amounts of data. They are therefore required
to transfer data between themselves efficiently. To increase the
efficiency of distributed visualization pipelines, we identified two
models for delivering data to each service. Each model uses SOAP
to transfer references, instead of the actual data according to the
architecture described in Chapter 3. For the first data transfer
model shown in Figure 6.9(a), we assumed that medical data are
located in a central data repository and that all services transfer
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their results back to this location. This model should be reliable
and able to support large medical datasets. The second model
shown in Figure 6.9(b) adopts a distributed approach. Interme-
diate temporary data are delivered directly from the producing
to the consuming services. This approach should reduce the ex-
ecution time of data-driven workflows, while at the same time
relieving data resources from unnecessary storage requirements.
We implemented both models using ProxyWS. To compare the
data transfer models, we implemented two workflows.

Centralized workflow: The workflow shown in Figure 6.10(a)
adopts the centralized data flow model and goes through the fol-
lowing steps:

1. The SWMS invokes the first ReadVTKS service to read the
artery dataset from a remote location (a GridFTP server).

2. The first ReadVTKS service downloads and reads the artery
data-set, the location (memory or local file system) of which
is returned to the SWMS.

3. The SWMS provides the first ReadVTKS service with the
remote URI (the GridFTP server) to upload the results.

4. The same procedure takes place with the second ReadVTKS
service, but with the blood-flow field data instead.

5. The SWMS calls the StreamVTKS web service to calculate
streamlines for the flow field data by providing the URI of
the remote server, which is where the simulated data are
located.

6. The result of the previous step is uploaded to the remote
server.

7. The SWMS calls the rendering service by providing the
URIs of the artery and flow field (which is now mapped
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.10: Implementation of two visualization workflows. The
workflow shown in (a) adopts a centralized data flow, while that
in(b) adopts a distributed data flow.

to streamlines) data. As soon as these data have been ren-
dered. the resulting image is again uploaded to the remote
server.

8. Finally, the user can inspect the generated image from the
remote server.

Distributed workflow: The workflow shown in Figure 6.13(b)
uses the distributed model, and is executed as follows:

1. The SWMS invokes the first ReadVTKS service to read the
experimental dataset from a remote location (a GridFTP
server), which returns a URI (local file system) in which the
result is saved.

2. The same procedure is followed for the second ReadVTKS
service.

3. To calculate streamlines for the flow-field dataset, the SWMS
invokes the StreamVTKS service to obtain the data from the
second ReadVTKS service.
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4. As soon as both datasets have been read, filtered and mapped,
the SWMS calls the RenderVTK service to render the final
image.

5. After the RenderVTK has generated the final image, the
user can inspect it directly from the location of the Ren-
derVTK service.

6.2.3 Performance Analysis

We compared these two workflows in terms of the total execu-
tion time using different configurations and datasets. For each
workflow, we used three different datasets, i.e. 1.9 MB, 30.1 MB
and 66.7 MB in size. For each of these datasets, several ratio
values were defined to generate different numbers of seed points
for the streamlines to be rendered, i.e. 300, 150, 110, 50 and 30.
Therefore, for both workflows, it is expected that the longest exe-
cution time would be for the 66.7 MB dataset with the ratio of 30
(i.e. every 30th point in a dataset will be used as a seed point).
This is because larger files take longer to process (read, calculate
streamlines and render), and because the number of streamlines
increases with the low ratio value, it results in a larger output
file being generated by the StreamVTKS service. The last step
affects the execution time of the RenderVTK service because it
will have to render a much more detailed representation of the
blood flow field. All services used in both workflows were hosted
on different nodes. These nodes have a 2 GHz Intel Dual-Core
E2180 CPU and 2 GB of RAM, while the GridFTP server has a
3 GHz Intel Quad-Core E5450 CPU with 8GB of RAM.

Figure 6.11 shows the different rendered images obtained for
different ratios and the 66.7 MB flow field dataset. These results
show that as the ratio value decreases, the number of visualized
streamlines increases. This also implies an increase in the compu-
tation and storage requirements.

Figure 6.12 shows the results obtained for the centralized and
distributed workflows when executed with the datasets and con-
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Figure 6.11: Rendered artery and flow field data. Starting from
the top left, the streamline ratios used are 300, 150, 110, 50 and
30, while the last image (bottom right) shows the artery with a
ratio of 2.

figuration mentioned earlier. From these results, we confirm that
moving data directly between the producer and the consumer ser-
vice helps to improve the overall workflow execution. This is
especially true for larger amounts of data and computations that
are more intensive. When using the 66.7 MB flow field dataset
and setting the streamline ratio to 30, the time difference between
the two workflows is appropriately 35 s.

Figure 6.13 shows a breakdown of the total execution time for
both workflows when using the 66.7 MB dataset. (Figure 6.13(a)
represents the breakdown of the time for the distributed workflow,
while 6.13(b) shows the same for the centralized workflow). To
obtain this graph, we measured the individual steps of the two
workflows. The total execution time is broken down as follows:

Read time: This represents the time required by each workflow
to access the data repository and to read the raw data.

Process time: This is the time taken to obtain the data (flow
field) from the previous step and to calculate streamlines for
it.

Render time: This is the time taken for each dataset to be con-
verted into an image.
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Figure 6.12: Execution times for the centralized and distributed
workflows. The x-axis represents the ratio used in the visual-
ization to generate different numbers of streamlines (a lower ra-
tio means more streamlines, and thus more demanding computa-
tions). The y-axis represents the execution time of each workflow.
Each bar in the graph represents an experiment with a different
dataset. The results were obtained by executing the workflow ten
times and calculating the average execution time. The maximum
standard deviation was 7.56 s (for ratio 30), while the minimum
was 0.09 s (for ratio 300).

Post-stage time: This is the time taken for the image to be
transferred to the user.

Apart from the read time, which is almost the same for both
workflows, the two other times (process and post-stage) show a
clear advantage when considering the distributed workflow. This
is because for the centralized workflow, all services need to up-
load their results back to the GridFTP server before the workflow
can proceed to the next call. Another interesting observation
made from Figure 6.13 is the tendency of the rendering time to
increase non-linearly depending on the processing intensity (i.e.
more streamlines). This observation reveals potential scaling prob-
lems, but the nature of SOA should make it easy to cope with
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.13: Breakdown of execution time in read, process, ren-
der and post-stage time for both workflows while visualizing the
66.7 MB dataset. The left part of the graph (6.13(a)) shows the
time breakdown for the distributed workflow, while the right part
(6.13(b)) shows the centralized workflow. The x-axis represents
the ratio used to generate the different streamlines (a lower ra-
tio means more streamlines). The y-axis represents the execution
time of each workflow. The execution times are the average of
ten workflow executions with a minimum standard deviation of
0.18 s (ratio 300 Fig. 6.13(a) poststage) and maximum of 7.56 s
(ratio 300 Fig. 6.13(b) total).

these problems. More specifically, we can assign more resources
to rendering services to enable the architecture to scale better.
Therefore, for example, the rendering service may be the front-
end of a multiprocessor system. This shift will not disrupt the
workflow itself becauseSOA separates the implementation of a ser-
vice from its access interface (Web Services Description Language
(WSDL)).
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6.3 Data Federation for Analysis of

Cardiac Anatomy

Cardiologists make therapeutic decisions based on diagnostic biomark-
ers which are extracted from the analysis of medical images. The
length, diameter or wall mass of the left ventricle1 are universal
metrics for assessing changes in the shape of the left ventricle
due to a given disease or therapeutic process. The goal of this
approach is to improve the diagnosis and stratification of car-
diovascular diseases through novel shape metrics based on the
personalization of computational models.

The analysis of the cardiac anatomy is based on the construc-
tion of a statistical atlas of the anatomy of the left ventricle.
A statistical atlas is a description of how the shape of an or-
gan varies within a given population. Once this atlas space is
defined, each anatomy can be encoded by a set of shape coef-
ficients; they describe the differences of each patient relative to
the mean shape in the axes of the anatomical change defined by
the modes of anatomical variation. These shape coefficients be-
come the novel metrics to characterize the shape, and they guide
clinical diagnosis and stratification. The setup of the processes
employed for the atlas generation is seen in Figure 6.14

The workflow uses computational meshes with high-order in-
terpolation encoded by a pair of EX files2. As the input, the ap-
plication requires a collection of left ventricle segmentations from
medical images, and the main output is a set of shape coefficients
for each patient. During the construction of an atlas, shapes are
encoded in computational meshes through an automatic person-
alization process from the segmented images [141, 142]. Then, a
reduction of the number of shape dimensions is performed through
a principal component analysis.

1The left ventricle is one of two large chambers in the heart that collect and
expel blood

2http://www.cmiss.org/cmgui/wiki/\
/TheCmguiEXFormatGuideExnodeAndExelemFiles
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Figure 6.14: Setup of processes and virtual machines for the atlas
generation using Large OBject Cloud Data storagE fedeRation
(LOBCDER) to exchange data between the nodes.

A cardiologist analyses a collection of medical images, which
may be ultrasound, magnetic resource or computer tomography
images. In the preliminary segmentation step, the anatomy of
interest in each image is extracted and saved in a new image.
The resulting set of segmented images is the input of the appli-
cation. The output consists of a report of the shape analysis,
the computational meshes of all patients, the description of the
modes of variation and the set of shape coefficients that describe
the population analysed.

6.3.1 Running ACA with LOBCDER

In order to run the analysis of the cardiac anatomy workflow, a
dataset consisting of medical images is first uploaded to LOBCDER.
As soon as the dataset is uploaded, LOBCDER starts to replicate
the images to the most reliable backend. A typical study is com-
posed of about 100 images, which gives a reasonable statistical
significance to the results. The size of each image depends on
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the imaging modality and spatial resolution, which ranges from
1 MB to 65 MB. The compression of binary images significantly
alleviates the data burden, and users are required to aggregate
the data of all patients within a single compressed folder. This
also simplifies the interaction with LOBCDER, as only one file
needs to be transferred and the bandwidth utilization can be op-
timized. After uploading the compressed folder, the user accesses
the interface of the anatomical model database [143] and invokes
the service to calculate the atlas seen in Table 6.1.

Once the image set is made available, a computational mesh is
automatically fitted to each segmented anatomy [141, 142]. This
process runs through a web interface to the heartgen web service
[144], relying on LOBCDER as distributed file manager to provide
a shared storage space to fetch data, images, and to return the
analysis results. Without LOBCDER, the workflow would rely on
the cardiologist to send images to a researcher, who would man-
ually set up the analysis, and then collect and send results back
to the user. At this stage of the workflow, the tasks can be exe-
cuted in parallel and do not require communications. Therefore,
multiple instances of the heartgen service are started in order to
process concurrently the input datasets orchestrated by the Pump-
kin framework [145]. It is installed on the VPH-cloud computing
platform and uses LOBCDER as its virtual file system. Pump-
kin accesses the dataset needed for processing via the LOBCDER
service from various computing locations, leading to concurrent
requests that are similar to the benchmark experiment described
in Section 5.4.

Once the anatomy of each patient has been described by a
computational mesh, all meshes are retrieved for further analy-
sis. Because the analysis of the cardiac anatomy workflow uses
LOBCDER as a virtual file system on the VPH-Cloud platform,
all intermediate datasets generated by the workflow remain ac-
cessible regardless of their geographical location, and are thus
available for the principal component analysis and computation
of shape coefficients. The final output of the analysis is available
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Mode
Average (red)

and -2std (blue)

Average (red)
and +2std
(green)

Population
analysis for

classes 1, 2 and 3

1

2

Table 6.1: Statistical atlas. Left and central panels: Illustration
of the extremes of shape changes encoded by the two first modes
of anatomical variation in a cohort of young adults described in
[146]. The first mode mainly accounts for lengthening, while the
second accounts for changes in the thickening by the external sur-
face (or epicardium). Right panel: box plot of the distribution
of the shape coefficient among three sub-groups under study, re-
vealing how subgroup 1 is different to subgroups 2 and 3 in both
anatomical modes.
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to the user through LOBCDER.

6.4 Assembling Custom Astronomy Mo-

saics

Astronomical imaging survey data have become a vital part of
modern astronomy. They enable the creation of Virtual Obser-
vatories, giving astronomers the opportunity to study the sky in
great detail with the creation of image mosaics [147].

To validate the approach, we carried out algorithms and archi-
tecture presented in Chapters 4 and 5 in I/O-intensive workflows.
We conducted a set of experiments using a Montage workflow.
Montage is a toolkit for assembling Flexible Image Transfer Sys-
tem (FITS) images into custom mosaics of the sky. It is used
by astronomers to generate large images of the sky composed of
smaller images. This application integrates multiple images taken
from different parts of a galaxy to produce one image. Apart from
the complex algorithm that ensures that the separate images will
fit together while preserving some vital data, this workflow seen in
Figure 6.15 produces some intermediate images, which are further
processed until they are composed into the final image [148].

To execute this workflow, we used the ExoGENI framework
[114] as a multi-domain infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) feder-
ated testbed that provides a virtual laboratory for networking
and distributed systems. Using ExoGENI, we created the topol-
ogy presented in Figure 6.16, which represents a collaborative
set-up between several eInfrastructure to execute an I/O-intensive
workflow, where tasks communicate through file exchange.

In this topology, all switches are Open vSwitch, which are
open-source software switches [129], and are connected to the soft-
ware defined networking (SDN) controller using OpenFlow. The
topology in Figure 6.16 links 3,4 and 5 have 100 Mbps bandwidth,
while the rest have a 200-Mbps bandwidth; links 3,4 and 5 are
used to send and receive control messages between the switches
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Figure 6.15: Montage workflow for assembling FITS images to
construct a mosaic of the Pleiades star cluster. This workflow gen-
erates over 2000 requests to LOBCDER, of which approximately
1900 are operations on the physical data (upload, download and
delete). The dataset used for this workflow is comprised of 560
files totalling 4.1GB.

and the controller. Although ExoGENI may provide links with
up to approximately 1 Gbps, we chose to use links of up to 200
Mbps to have a more reliable testbed because requests in Exo-
GENI with high-capacity links tend to fail. This choice will not
affect the behaviour of our architecture because all nodes and
methods use the same topologies and links.

The workflow in Figure 6.15 assembles astronomical images
in FITS format to construct a mosaic of the Pleiades star clus-
ter using data from the Digitized Sky Survey (DSS2) [149] and
generates the image seen in Figure 6.17. All the input images re-
quired for the generation of the Pleiades star cluster are stored in
the LOBCDER Distributed File Access Service (DFAS). All the
tasks of the workflow communicate with each other through file
exchange using LOBCDER. The Montage workflow generates over
2000 requests to LOBCDER, of which approximately 1900 are op-
erations on the data itself (upload, download and delete). The
dataset used for this workflow is comprised of 560 files totalling
4.1 GB.

To focus only on the file exchange between tasks and the
effect of data transfers on the execution time of the workflow,
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we ran the workflow once, and then used the trace of that ex-
ecution. This trace only includes the file requests made by the
workflow tasks. In this way, we eliminate the processing time
from the workflow execution, and examine only the data transfer
time. Eliminating the processing time of the workflow makes it
more challenging for LOBCDER because the number of requests
per second is increased. To run the Montage workflow, we use
the topology shown in Figure 6.16. Consumers 1, 2 and 3 each
execute one of the three strands of the workflow. After all strands
are executed in parallel, consumer 1 builds the final mosaic. All
consumers have mounted LOBCDER, and all input and interme-
diate data are accessed as local files.

When running the Montage workflow, we consider two scenar-
ios. In the first, we run the workflow on the topology without
other applications generating network traffic. In the second, the
nodes hosting workers 1 and 3 also host applications that generate
additional traffic, reducing the available bandwidth.

6.4.1 Performance Analysis

Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show the execution times of each individual
request to LOBCDER. In both plots, the x-axis represents the
request number and the y-axis the time required to serve that
request. Figure 6.18 shows the results for running the Montage
workflow without other applications generating network traffic.
We can see that for the first part of the workflow, our approach is
significantly faster for the majority of the requests. For the rest of
the execution, the two methods have a similar performance, with
our approach performing slightly better. Our approach performs
better during the first part of the execution because the NEtwork
aware Workflow QoS Planner (NEWQoSPlanner) selects the opti-
mal worker to serve each consumer. For the rest of the execution,
because intermediate results are not replicated on all workers,
both approaches have a limited choice of workers. Nevertheless,
with our approach, the execution time was 9.5 min, while with
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Figure 6.16: Experimental topology for testing an I/O-intensive
workflow with the Montage. In this topology, we use consumers
1, 2 and 3 to execute the tasks of the workflow shown in Figure
6.15.

Figure 6.17: Mosaic of the Pleiades or Seven Sisters star cluster
generated by the workflow in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.18: Running workflow without additional traffic. The
x-axis represents the different requests that each task sent to
LOBCDER, while the y-axis represents the time to complete that
request. This graph shows one workflow execution. For round-
robin, the execution time was 11.6 min, and for SDN, the time
was 9.5 min.

the round-robin approach, it was 11.6 min.
Figure 6.19 shows the results for running the Montage work-

flow, while the nodes hosting workers 1 and 3 also host applica-
tions that generate additional traffic, which reduces the available
bandwidth. These results show that our approach serves the ma-
jority of the requests much faster that the round-robin approach.
This is because NEWQoSPlanner is able to identify the least-cost
path using Algorithm 7, completing the workflow execution in 12.3
min. On the other hand, the round-robin approach completed the
workflow execution in 32.1 min.

6.5 Profiles of Execution of VPH Ap-

plications

The Virtual Physiological Human (VPH) is a framework that aims
to understand the physiological processes in the human body in
terms of the anatomical structure and biophysical mechanisms
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Figure 6.19: Running workflow with traffic between workers 1
and 3. The x-axis shows the different requests of each task sent
to LOBCDER, while the y-axis shows the time to complete that
request. This graph shows one workflow execution. For round-
robin, the execution time was 32.1 min, and for SDN, it was 12.3
min.

across multiple lengths and time scales. The key challenge within
the VPH-Share is to facilitate sharing and access to large datasets,
including clinical data, which will allow tools and models to sup-
port the transformation of data to information [150].

For a period of 24 months, we recorded and analysed requests
coming to the production instance of LOBCDER, which is the
shared file system for the VPH-Share infrastructure [48]. Figure
6.20 shows the cumulative number of requests over time. These
are WebDAV requests from either users or workflows.

6.5.1 Type of Request

The first analysis we performed was to identify the kinds of re-
quests that LOBCDER was receiving, and how much time it took
to serve each type of request. In Figure 6.21, the bottom part of
each bar shows the amount of time it took to serve each type of
request as a percentage of the total time LOBCDER spent serv-
ing all incoming requests. The top part of each bar shows the
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Figure 6.20: Cumulative Web Distributed Authoring and Ver-
sioning (WebDAV) requests served by the production instance of
LOBCDER over a period of 24 months. The x-axis represents
the date of the request and the y-axis represents the cumulative
number of requests in millions.

number of requests for each type of request as a percentage of
the total number of requests LOBCDER received in a 24-month
period.

From Figure 6.21, we can see that GET requests account for
38% of the time spent on all requests (outer ring), while they
represent 5% of all requests made (inner ring). This indicates that
the most costly operation in our production system was GET3

Based on the architecture presented in Chapter 5, we can utilise
workers to balance the load of GET requests and to increase
the performance of downloads. To enable the most efficient use
of resources and to make the most impact on the performance
of downloads, we need to identify the location and number of
download requests.
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Figure 6.21: Percentage of requests served by LOBCDER in a
period of 24 months. The x-axis shows the type of request sent
to LOBCDER. The y-axis shows the time spent on each request
as a percentage of the overall time spent on all requests, and
the number of requests as a percentage of the overall requests
served by LOBCDER. GET requests account for 38% of the time
spent serving requests, while they represent 5% of all the requests
received.

Figure 6.22: Map of the request locations. The majority of re-
quests are coming from London and Krakow.
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6.5.2 Geographic Distribution of Requests

To identify the GET requests originating from different locations,
we recorded and analysed the number of GET requests coming
from different locations (cities). Figure 6.22 shows the locations
from which requests originate, while Figure 6.23 shows the cumu-
lative probability of a GET request as a function of the locations
at which they originate. The x-axis is the cumulative percentage
of the locations from which GET requests originate, and the y-
axis represents the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the
overall GET requests.

Figure 6.23: Cumulative probability of GET requests as a function
of the percentage of the locations from which requests originate.
The x-axis is the percentage of locations (cities) from which GET
requests originate, and the y-axis is the cumulative probability
that a request will originate from a given location. There is a
0.96 probability that a GET request will originate from just 10%
of the locations.

From the plot of Figure 6.23, we observe that there is a 0.96
probability that a GET request will originate from just 10% of
locations. This indicates that we can achieve a significant perfor-
mance improvement by deploying workers near or at only 10% of
the locations requesting data from LOBCDER.

3GET is efficiently a request to download
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6.5.3 Analysis of Caching Techniques

To further improve the performance of downloads, each worker
could use caching. We measured the hit ratio of five well-known
cache-replacement algorithms [151]:

• Least frequently used (LFU): this algorithm counts how
often a file is requested and discards the least popular one,

• Most frequently used (MFU): it is similar toLFU, but
instead of discarding the least popular file, it discards the
most popular,

• Random replacement (RR): this algorithm randomly se-
lects a file to be discarded,

• Least recently used (LRU): this eviction algorithm dis-
cards the least recently used file, and requires that times-
tamps are kept of when each file was used,

• Most recently used (MRU): this is similar to LRU, but
instead of discarding the least recently used file, it discards
the most recently used file. As with the LRU, this algorithm
also requires that we keep track of when each file was used.

The hit ratio is the ratio of the number of times that a file is
found in the cache to the number of requests made.

Figure 6.24 shows the results for each cache-replacement algo-
rithm. To conduct these experiments, we used the logged GET
requests coming to LOBCDER. We split these requests based on
their origin, and created four separate sequences of GET requests,
which represent approximately 94% of the overall GET requests.
The four sequences represent requests originating from Krakow,
Sheffield, Oxford and Amsterdam. Each of the sub-figures in Fig-
ure 6.24 shows the hit ratio for all five algorithms for the sequence
sent from each of the four locations. In all sub-figures, the x-axis
represents the cache size in GB, while the y-axis is the hit ratio.
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(a) Krakow (b) Sheffield

(c) Oxford (d) Amsterdam

Figure 6.24: Hit ratios of the LFU, MFU, RR, LRU and MRU
cache-replacement algorithms for Krakow, Sheffield, Oxford and
Amsterdam. These locations account for 93.9 % of the total
number of GET requests.

Based on the results, we can observe that all algorithms in all lo-
cations expect Sheffield perform approximately the same. Further,
we can see that with the exception of the request sequence coming
from Amsterdam, all other locations, regardless of the algorithm
used, exhibit low hit ratios. These results can be explained by the
nature of each sequence. By analysing the sequence from each lo-
cation, we can see that the percentage of unique files requested is
responsible for the algorithm’s performance. Table 6.2 shows the
percentage of unique files possessed by each sequence. In other
words, the cache hit ratio depends on the sequence’s information
entropy: The more uncertainty a sequence has, the lower the hit
ratio regardless of the eviction algorithm used or the size of the
cache.
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Location Unique Files
Requested, %

Maximum
Hit Ratio, %

Krakow 57.0 43.0

Sheffield 53.0 47.0

Oxford 82.9 17.1

Amsterdam 6.6 93.4

Table 6.2: Request sequence analysis. The maximum hit ratio
that can be achieved depends on the number of unique files re-
quested. If a sequence is made by only unique requests, the hit
ratio will be zero regardless of the algorithm used or the size of
the cache.

6.5.4 Time Analysis of Requests

To evaluate the success of possible prefetching techniques, we
analysed the percentage of folders containing the requested files.
As with the caching experiments, we split the GET requests based
on their origin, and created four separate sequences that represent
approximately 94% of all GET requests. Figure 6.25 shows the cu-
mulative percentage for each location, where the x-axis represents
the number of unique folders containing the files requested from
Large OBject Cloud Data storagE fedeRation (LOBCDER). The
y-axis represents the number of requested files as a percentage of
the overall file requests. From that graph, we can see that differ-
ent locations exhibit different distributions. For Oxford, 50% of
the requested files are contained in 158 folders, for Krakow, 50%
of the requested files are in 154 folders, for Sheffield, 50% of the
requested files are in six folders, and for Amsterdam, 50% of the
files are in only two folders.

Looking further into the nature of GET requests, we anal-
ysed the time difference between requests. We used the same four
sequences to perform this analysis. Figure 6.26 shows the time dif-
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Figure 6.25: Percentage of files requested contained on the same
folder. The x-axis represents the number of unique folders con-
taining requested files. The y-axis represents the number of re-
quested files as a percentage of the overall file requests.

ference between consecutive GET requests originating from Krakow,
Sheffield, Oxford and Amsterdam. The x-axis in this graph repre-
sents the time difference between consecutive requests in seconds,
while the y-axis represents the cumulative probability that a re-
quest is taking place within that time frame. Requests originating
from Oxford have a probability of more than 0.9 that they will
occur within 1 s. For requests originating from Krakow, the cor-
responding probability is approximately 0.8, and for Sheffield, it
is below 0.7. A request originating from Amsterdam has a 0.5
probability of arriving within 1 s of the previous request being
served. Both results shown in Figures 6.25 and 6.26 indicate
that the prefetching of files is not a good strategy for improving
performance. On one hand, there may be too many folders con-
taining the requested files to be prefetched. On the other hand,
the time between GET requests is too short for any technique to
have sufficient impact.
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Figure 6.26: Cumulative probability of the time difference between
two consecutive GET requests. The x-axis represents the time
difference between consecutive GET requests in seconds, while the
y-axis is the cumulative probability of a request arriving within
that timeframe.

6.6 Summary

In this study, we presented applications with experimental results
that utilise the architectures presented in previous chapters. The
application presented come from several fields, i.e. text mining,
medical visualization and analysis as well as astronomical appli-
cations. We also present usage data of LOBCDER as an analysis
tool for improving the performance of file access and sharing ser-
vices.

Indexing is a computationally and data-intensive procedure
which analyses and extracts content from documents. Named En-
tity Recognition (NER) extracts and classifies information units
from text such as biological species. For the indexing application,
we used an indexing web service to index more than 590 pub-
lications and perform protein classification. We compared three
approaches for executing that workflow. The first is the standard-
approach scientific workflow management systems (SWMSs) use,
the second involves the use of proxy calls and the third involves
the use of streaming. The results show that proxy calls and
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streaming scale considerably, with streaming showing a slightly
better performance in terms of execution time. In the medical
visualization application, we presented a set of service-oriented
visualization pipelines using two data transfer models, i.e. a cen-
tralized and a distributed transfer model. The distributed model
reduces the workflow’s execution time compared with the cen-
tralized model, especially for large data volumes. In the cardiac
anatomy application, we presented a cardiac anatomy workflow
which analyses a dataset consisting of medical images. This
application demonstrates how researchers use LOBCDER as a
distributed file manager to provide a shared storage space to
fetch data and images, and to return analysis results. With-
out LOBCDER, the workflow would rely on the cardiologist to
send images to a researcher, who would then manually set up
the analysis and collect and send results back to the user. In
the astronomical application, we show how I/O intensive applica-
tions can benefit from the integration of LOBCDER with software
defined networking (SDN) technologies to transparently improve
their execution time. Finally, we analysed usage data from the
VPH-Share [48] production environment, which provides infor-
mation on how medical applications and workflows access and
exchange data. From our analysis, it is apparent that the most
time-consuming request is the GET request. From the usage data,
we also conclude that by optimizing GET requests for 10% of the
locations, we can realize significant performance benefits. Caching
is not an effective strategy for improving performance. Prefetch-
ing may be more effective, but such an approach would require a
very short time to make a decision and make the data transfer.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future work

This Chapter explains how our elaborated methods and solutions
fulfilled a number of key requirements, which provided the means to
realize our research objectives, prove our hypothesis and answer our
research question. In the last section of this chapter, we present our
future work.

7.1 Introduction

Scientific workflows take advantage of advanced computational
techniques, powerful computation methods, architectures and or-
ganization of resources [152] to produce accurate physiological
models [8], better manage cities and public spaces [153], answer
fundamental questions about the universe [154, 155] and investi-
gate climate change [28], to name a few. An important aspect of
these workflows is to be able to access and exchange constantly
increasing data. A major bottleneck in the execution of such
workflows is the transportation of data between either workflow
tasks or storage resources and workflow tasks. In this work, we
have addressed two key problems of scientific workflows:

• the scalable data transportations between workflow tasks
and

143
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• the transparent and seamless aggregation of heterogeneous
and distributed data sources.

Our main research question was how to effectively and trans-
parently orchestrate the transfer of data between two or more
locations to support diverse scientific workflows, and to cope with
the increasing volume and rate of scientific data. Our hypoth-
esis was that a direct data delivery model separated from the
invocation protocol will reduce the execution time of workflows,
and that federation can integrate data and transparently make
them available to workflow tasks. To address these challenges, we
set three research objectives, which in turn were expressed as a
number of requirements.

In the following sections of this Chapter, we discuss how these
requirements and objectives were accomplished.

7.2 Fulfilling Requirements

To effectively and transparently orchestrate the transportation of
data between two or more locations, several requirements have
to be considered. Workflow tasks are often designed and imple-
mented for a specific workflow or a specific storage type. Data
storage solutions often sacrifice flexibility in favor of performance,
making the design obsolete as soon as the infrastructure changes.
The aim for performance may also result in systems that require
a steep learning curve. In other cases, the methods employed for
data exchange are not suited for large volumes or do not con-
sider existing applications. Therefore, it was important to fulfill
a number of key requirements:

• loosely coupled: to minimize dependencies and increase
flexibility. This choice allowed the use of off-the-shelf soft-
ware,

• scalable: to handle both the increased data volumes and
demand,
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• system abstraction: to allow scientists to focus on their
applications instead of having to manage a complex under-
lying infrastructure,

• brownfield oriented: giving consideration to legacy work-
flow tasks minimizes duplication of work and causes mini-
mum disruption,

• consistency: workflow tasks often have read-after-write de-
pendencies which require strict data consistency.

In the following sections, we discuss how these requirements
are met by our proposed methods and architectures.

7.2.1 Methods of Data Transfer

Workflow execution models and invitation protocols are often in-
efficient for the transfer of large volumes of data. We developed
ProxyWS, which enables scalable data transfer between web ser-
vices by adopting more efficient data-transfer methods, and it
satisfies the requirements mentioned earlier.

One of the requirements defined in Chapter 1 was for the
methods and architectures to be loosely coupled. ProxyWS has
no dependencies on other web services, SWMS or specific storage
resources. The implementation of a standard invocation protocol
allows any client to invoke the service. To access heterogeneous
storage resources, the ProxyWS adopts a layered architecture. At
the top level, a Virtual Resource System (VRS) defines a resource
abstraction for referencing abstract resources, while on the next
level, it defines more concrete resources such as file systems and
data streams.

ProxyWS also scales with the increase of data volumes by
decoupling large data from the invocation protocol. On the data-
producing side, a ProxyWS instance detects that data are too big
to fit in the invocation protocol, and are replaced by a Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI). On the data-consuming side, another
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ProxyWS instance identifies the type of URI and “dereferences”
the data, fetching them and placing them on the data-consuming
side. In cases where we employ steaming, the producing and
consuming services can transfer a practically infinite amount of
data. By forking data transfers and streams, workflows can be
more easily scaled, and the data processing speed increases.

The ProxyWS is a solution that is easy to adopt. Being imple-
mented as a web service, the ProxyWS can provide data transfers
on behalf of any web service. This approach allows workflows
to maintain their application logic and increase the amount of
data they can move and process without requiring any changes
to the workflow or the web services. Moreover, the ProxyWS can
provide “legacy” web services with large volumes of data from
almost any storage resource. These features allow the ProxyWS
to be brownfield oriented.

The ProxyWS can also reduce the execution time of workflows,
while at the same time allow them to maintain error detection
and handing. This is achieved by adapting a direct data-delivery
model, while keeping the invocation process intact. Streaming
can significantly benefit the workflow execution time because a
pipeline of web services can execute concurrently. As soon as the
pipeline is filled, all services can start processing data.

Web services are a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) imple-
mentation. Hence, by design, web services provide an abstraction
for the underlying system together with a synchronous communi-
cation model. Therefore, abstraction or consistency requirements
are addressed by design.

7.2.2 Methods of Data Federation

Datasets are stored using different storage technologies, and are
distributed over many geographic locations. The lack of efficient
access to large datasets is a significant drawback, and is a source
of delays in the execution of scientific workflows. To address
these issues, we explain in more detail a federation framework
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called LOBCDER.

LOBCDER is loosely coupled with no dependencies on spe-
cific storage resources, and federates data transparently without
requiring any modifications to the storage resources. The abstrac-
tion and extensibility provided by the VRS Application Program-
ming Interface (API) allows LOBCDER to integrate any type of
storage resource. Although LOBCDER can make use of SDN to
increase the reliability and performance of data transfers for non-
SDN domains, optimization is realized based on the network’s
overall performance, making LOBCDER independent of specific
network architectures and specifications.

The architecture scales for both the increase of data volumes
and demand. The inclusion of additional storage resources can
provide virtually limitless storage capacity. Using efficient repli-
cation and resource-management policies, LOBCDER can select
the most suitable resource to store and replicate data. When the
request load increases, LOBCDER can deploy additional workers
on a variety of infrastructures, and can combine with its replica-
tion policies to increase data availability.

LOBCDER provides an abstraction layer through a standard-
ized Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV) inter-
face, which allows for legacy tasks to use it by simply mounting
LOBCDER. Moreover, WebDAV allows the use of off-the-shelf
software such as web browsers and WebDAV clients, making its
use intuitive and easy. The handling of data and storage resources
is hidden from users, making the federation framework much eas-
ier. To achieve that, LOBCDER provides access, location, concur-
rency, replication and migration transparency. Using information
from several sources (past transfers or SDN), LOBCDER opti-
mizes transfers behind the scenes. For example, in cases where
SDN is available, LOBCDER can move data faster and more ef-
ficiently without exposing network configuration specifics.

The adaption of a WebDAV interface together with its level
of abstraction provides a consistent interface that simplifies ac-
cess, aggregates data from multiple sources and provides a unified
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response. This results in a platform-independent federation, al-
lowing legacy tasks to transparently use LOBCDER. Together
with its “assimilation” service, LOBCDER can integrate existing
data from any storage resource, fulfilling its brownfield-oriented
requirement.

To ensure the correct execution of workflows with read-after-
write dependencies, LOBCDER provides strict data consistency.
This is achieved by taking advantage of WebDAV’s resource lock-
ing, where a file is set to read-only until its lock is released.
Besides resource locking, any modification on a file’s contents re-
sults in a new file and an updated pointer to the new file. By
taking advantage of the delayed reads after updates, LOBCDER
can maintain both consistency and availability.

7.3 Conclusions

By fulfilling the requirements mentioned earlier, we have realized
our research objectives.

Our first research objective was to: Elaborate scalable methods
for data transfer between web services.

The important aspects of scalable data transfers between web
services are: 1) separating data from the invocation protocol,
2) use streaming and 3) circumvent data transfer through the
SWMS

Our second research objective was to: Develop a federation
method for enabling eScieince applications to transparently and seam-
lessly combine and analyse data from heterogeneous and distributed
locations.

We have also tackled this objective by providing a number of
important features: 1) access transparency, where clients can
access distributed files in the same way that they access local
storage, 2) location transparency with a consistent namespace
that encompasses remote files, 3) concurrency transparency, al-
lowing all clients to have the same view of the state of the file
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system, 4) heterogeneity, making the architecture available across
different hardware and operating system platforms, 5) replication
transparency, where files are copied across multiple servers based
on several optimization metrics, unless otherwise specified by the
file owner and 6) migration transparency, where files can be moved
around without the client’s knowledge, unless otherwise specified
by the file owner, in which case files may be bound to a specific
location.

Our third research objective was to: Investigate scalable meth-
ods to improve federation performance.

To achieve that while satisfying our design requirements, we
have extended our data federation architecture to include stateless
worker instances. The use of workers is consistent with the Hy-
perText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) specification, while the lack of
state makes them easy to deploy on any available infrastructure.

We also made use of a novel approach to improve the perfor-
mance and reliability of data transfers by exploiting SDN. SDN
can obtain information about the state of the network and even
modify its topology. Using these features, our solution transpar-
ently adapts to network traffic without any human intervention.

The direct comparison of the elaborated solution with the ex-
isting systems which were presented in Chapter 2 was out of the
scope of this thesis, however, the fact that our solutions fulfilled
all requirements stated in Section 7.2 may be considered as an
indirect comparison with the existing systems.

Our hypothesis was that: a) a direct data delivery model sep-
arated from the invocation protocol but controlled by it will reduce
the execution time of workflows and b) data federation can integrate
data and transparently make them available to workflow tasks. In
this thesis, we have demonstrated our research hypothesis and
answered our research question.

We have showed that complex and data-intensive scientific
workflows can dramatically reduce their execution time if data
are delivered directly from one task to the next, preferably with
streaming. We have also shown that data federation can effec-
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tively, seamlessly and transparently integrate data from heteroge-
neous and distributed locations.

We have therefore answered our research question and pro-
vided the effective and seamless orchestration of data transfers
between distributed locations, and can support diverse scientific
workflows to cope with the increasing volume and rate of scientific
data generation.

7.4 Future Work: Global Data Fabric

As more data are gathered and stored in various formats and
different infrastructures, persons need to analyse and transform
them from the vast number of sources and types to appropriate
types at the appropriate time so that data can be transformed
to information and information to knowledge. To facilitate the
transformation of data to knowledge, we need to interconnect ex-
isting tools and infrastructures to build a flexible and adaptable
global data-processing infrastructure [4]. Individual eInfrastruc-
tures could represent the processing nodes of a larger system.

To build a truly global processing infrastructure, it is neces-
sary to move data through individual eInfrastructures. An access,
transfer and federated storage architecture would allow the coor-
dination, analysis and synthesis of data and information. How-
ever, data movement is relatively expensive and slow compared to
computation. Spreading data transfers over the network and mov-
ing data only when needed will bridge this gap. P2P networks
have proved to be robust and scalable, and have the potential
to provide fast and reliable data transfer, which will provide the
necessary data framework on top of which eInfrastructures can
connect to each other. However, before P2P networks can be
used in the context of moving scientific data, content authentic-
ity and access-control policies have to be resolved. Authorization
in P2P networks is a challenging task, and cannot be addressed
by models, which were developed for centralized systems. The
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Figure 7.1: Envisioned organization of data. Using compression
algorithms, large datasets can be split into blocks, and each block
uniquely identified by its content. Assuming the existence of
power-law probability distributions in the frequency and prox-
imity of blocks, we can dramatically improve the performance of
data transfers using peer-to-peer (P2P) networks and by moving
only the blocks that are needed.

distributed nature of P2P networks makes it difficult to use au-
thentication methods that rely on fixed infrastructure, such as
certification authorities. Public key infrastructure (PKI) has been
used in distributed environments for authentication and content
authenticity. However, this approach requires a public key to be
securely associated with a given party, usually by a certification
authority. Several Web of Trust techniques have been proposed
to enforce access-control policies in fully distributed systems. A
Web of Trust is a network where nodes are logically connected
if they have a trust relation, and one node may trust another if
there is a path connecting them.

If trust relations can be established, content authenticity can
be verified by implementing content addressing. In content ad-
dressing, data are identified by hashing their content and using
that to uniquely and permanently identify data. Because data
are uniquely identified by their content, any change to the data
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results in changes to the data’s address. This concept is very
useful because data can be stored anywhere, while their integrity
is always guaranteed. Using data de-duplication or compression
algorithms, large datasets can be split into blocks, and each block
uniquely identified by its content. Alternatively, using analysis
based on information theory we can determine if we want to store
the actual data or the process that generates that data, therefore
mapping the content hash of the data block to the content hash
of the process [156]. In this way, a dataset will be a collection
of blocks and processes in a specific order, and rearranging or
replacing blocks would result in a different dataset (Figure 7.1).
Assuming the existence of power-law probability distributions in
the frequency and proximity of blocks, we can dramatically im-
prove the performance of data transfers by moving data only when
needed.
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Glossary

ACID Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability (ACID)
is a set of properties that guarantee that database transac-
tions are processed reliably.

AID The Adaptive Information Disclosure (AID) is building a
suite of dynamic, model-driven information and knowledge
extraction tools on top of an architecture for grid-based
distributed data analysis.

AIDA The Adaptive Information Disclosure Aplication (AIDA)
is a generic set of components that can perform a variety of
tasks such as learn new pattern recognition models, perform
specialized search on resource collections, and store knowl-
edge in a repository. It is based on Lucene and Sesame.

API An Application Programming Interface (API) is a particular
set of rules and specifications that a software program can
follow to access and make use of the services and resources
provided by another particular software program that im-
plements that API

Atmos is a cloud storage service platform from EMC.

Axis is a SOAP engine, a framework for constructing SOAP pro-
cessors such as clients, servers, etc.

CAP consistency, availability, partition (CAP) theorem, states
that any networked shared-data system can satisfy two of
the three properties: consistency, availability, and partition
tolerance

cURL is a tool for transferring data using various protocols.

DICOM Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DI-
COM) is a standard for handling, storing, printing, and
transmitting information in medical imaging.
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globus-url-copy is a command-line client for requesting trans-
fers to, from, or between GridFTP servers.

GridFTP is an extension of the standard File Transfer Proto-
col (FTP) for high-speed, reliable, and secure data trans-
fer. The protocol was defined within the GridFTP working
group of the Open Grid Forum. There are multiple imple-
mentations of the protocol; the most widely used is that
provided by the Globus toolkit.

in-silico performed on computer or via computer simulation.

iperf is a tool for network performance measurement. It supports
tuning of various parameters and protocols (TCP, UDP,
SCTP with IPv4 and IPv6).

iRODS Integrated Rule-Oriented Data System (iRODS) is data
management software.

JSON JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is an open standard
format that uses human-readable text to transmit data ob-
jects consisting of attributevalue pairs.

LBM Lattice boltzmann method (LBM) It is a discrete compu-
tational method based upon the Boltzmann equation.

LFC Logical File Catalog (LFC) is the file catalog software which
is part of the gLite middleware

LHC The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the world’s largest
and most powerful particle accelerator.

LOFAR The Low-Frequency Array for radio (LOFAR) astron-
omy, is a radio telescope using a vast array of omni-
directional antennas

LV left ventricle (LV) is one of two large chambers in the heart
that collect and expel blood
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MD5 message-digest is a cryptographic hash function. MD5 has
been utilized in cryptographic applications, and to verify
data integrity.

Montage is a toolkit for assembling Flexible Image Transfer Sys-
tem (FITS) images into custom mosaics.

NER Named Entity Recognition (NER) aims to extract and clas-
sify information units in a text such as names, biological
species, numeric expressions, etc

OpenFlow is an open standard that defines a protocol for inter-
acting and configuring programmable switches

OpenStack is an open source cloud platform framework.

python-swiftclient is the official command-line client for inter-
acting with OpenStack Swift.

Rackspace is a cloud computing company.

REST Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architecture
style consisting of guidelines and best practices for creating
web services. RESTful web services typically, communicate
over the HTTP with the same verbs (GET, POST, PUT,
DELETE, etc.)

RFC Request for Comments (RFC) is a publication of the Inter-
net Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the Internet Society,
the principal technical development and standards-setting
bodies for the Internet.

RFT The Reliable File Transfer (RFT) servcie uses standard
SOAP messages over HTTP to submit and manage a set
of 3rd party GridFTP transfers and deletion of files and
directories using GridFTP.
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RPC A Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is a procedure call on an-
other computer on a shared network without the program-
mer explicitly coding the details for this remote interaction.

S3 Simple Storage Service (S3) is the cloud storage service from
Amazon

SFTP SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) is a protocol pack-
aged with SSH that works in a similar way over a secure
connection

SGS The Styx Grid Services (SGS) is a service implementation
based on the Styx protocol and exposes legacy command-
line programs using a direct streaming approach for data
exchange between SGSs

SOA Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) refers to a style of
building distributed systems that deliver functionality as a
service which can be discovered and used by clients through
standardized descriptions

SRM storage resource management (SRM) is a specification for
Grid storage services that provide interfaces to storage re-
sources, space allocation and file management on shared
storage systems.

Swift is the cloud storage servcie of OpenStack.

UDDI Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI)
is a web service discovery mechanism. It holds information
about web services in a structured way.

VO A Virtual Organization (VO) is a set of individuals or in-
stitutions defined around a set of resource-sharing rules and
conditions. All these virtual organizations share some com-
monality among them
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VPH The Virtual Physiological Human (VPH) is a methodologi-
cal and technological framework that, aims to enable collab-
orative investigation of the human body as a single complex
system.

VPH-Share is a project for safe, online facility in which medi-
cal simulation developers can produce workflows - chains of
processing tasks - to allow raw medical data to be refined
into meaningful diagnostic and therapeutic information.

WebDAV Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning (Web-
DAV) is an extension of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) that allows clients to perform remote Web content
authoring operations.
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Acronyms

ACID Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability

AID Adaptive Information Disclosure

AIDA Adaptive Information Disclosure Application

API Application Programming Interface

CAP consistency, availability, partition

CDF cumulative distribution function

CDN content delivery network

CT Computed Tomography

DFAS Distributed File Access Service

DICOM Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine

DIME Direct Internet Message Encapsulation

DOI Digital Object Identifier

DPWS Data Proxy web service

DSS2 Digitized Sky Survey

EWMA exponentially weighted moving average

FITS Flexible Image Transfer System

FPS Frame per Second

FTP File Transfer Protocol

GSI Grid Security Infrastructure
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GVK Grid Visualization Kernel

HPC High-performance computing

HPSS high performance storage system

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol

IaaS infrastructure-as-a-service

iRODS Integrated Rule-Oriented Data System

JSON JavaScript Object Notation

LBM Lattice boltzmann method

LFC Logical File Catalog

LFU least frequently used

LHC Large Hadron Collider

LOBCDER Large OBject Cloud Data storagE fedeRation

LOFAR Low-Frequency Array for radio

LRU least recently used

LV left ventricle

MFU most frequently used

MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension

MRA Magnetic Resonance Angiography

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRU most recently used
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MS-I/O Multi-Storage I/O System

MSSP multiple source shortest path

NER Named Entity Recognition

NEWQoSPlanner NEtwork aware Workflow QoS Planner

NFS network file system

NML Network Markup Language

NSI Network Service Interface

OGSA-DAI Open Grid Services Architecture - Database Access
and Integration

ORCA open resource control architecture

P2P peer-to-peer

PDF Portable Document Format

PDRI Physical Data Resource Identifier

PKI public key infrastructure

QoE quality of experience

QoS quality of service

RAID Redundant Array of Independent Disks

REST Representational State Transfer

RFC Request for Comments

RFT Reliable File Transfer

RPC Remote Procedure Call
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RR random replacement

RTT Round trip time

S3 Simple Storage Service

SDN software defined networking

SDS software defined storage

SearchWS Search Web Service

SFTP SSH File Transfer Protocol

SGS Styx Grid Service

SOA Service Oriented Architecture

SOAP Simple Object Access protocol

SRB Storage Resource Broker

SRM storage resource management

SwA SOAP with Attachment

SWMS scientific workflow management system

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

UDDI Universal Description Discovery and Integration

URI Uniform Resource Identifier

URL Universal Resource Locator

UvA University of Amsterdam

VFS virtual file system
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VO Virtual Organization

VPH Virtual Physiological Human

VRS Virtual Resource System

VTK Visualization Toolkit

WebDAV Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning

WLCG Worldwide LHC Computing Grid

WSDL Web Services Description Language

WSRF Web Service Resource Framework

XML Extensible Markup Language
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Abstract

Nowadays, scientific applications are geographically distributed to
harness the power of multiple computational resources. These ap-
plications are often modeled as a pipeline of tasks that transforms
data until the final result is computed, reviewed and analyzed.
Scientific workflows are used to orchestrate data transformations
and are composed by standalone applications or web services.
Commonly used remote invocation protocols employed by web
services are not suitable for data transfers as they are not scal-
able and introduce significant overhead when transporting large
datasets. Even when file transfer is used to move data between
workflow tasks many temporary files are created and exchanged
through a third location. This practice slows down the work-
flow execution since each task on the pipeline can not start its
execution before the previews task has completed its execution.
Another challenge in the execution of workflows is the seamless
transportation of data between many distributed, heterogeneous
and independent storage resources and workflow tasks.

The main objective of this research is to investigate efficient,
scalable, flexible and transparent methods for moving large vol-
umes of data between workflow tasks and distributed, heteroge-
neous and independent storage resources. By providing a fabric
where data can move seamless across storage resources and com-
putation tasks we set the bases to create smart data processing
systems that can support diverse scientific workflows. Methods
and architectures which enable tasks to exchange and access data
either from each other or from storage resources should be loosely
coupled and scale with increasing data volumes and requests.
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Moreover, they should take into consideration legacy tasks to
minimize duplication of work and provide an abstraction layer
for developers and users.

First, we address challenges rising from the exchange of large
data volumes between web services in scientific applications. Web
services provide interoperability and flexibility making them ideal
for overlaying distributed and heterogeneous environments. There
is an increasing demand on web services in terms of data they
need to generate, obtain, process and transfer. However, the in-
vocation protocols web services use are not meant for transferring
large datasets. The way scientific workflow management systems
organize the execution of web services is not always the most
efficient in terms of data transfers. We propose a data pipeline
model to reduce workflow execution times and demand for storage
and network resources [84]. The proposed data pipeline model is
used to develop web services that employ streaming to exchange
data. It is also used by legacy web services to exchange larger
volumes of data [18].

In scientific applications, data transfers are not limited to data
exchanges between tasks. Accessing large datasets on distributed
and heterogeneous data sources presents a challenging task. On
one hand the plethora of existing data access technologies forces
applications to use large stacks of client implementations and on
the other hand homogenizing the entire storage infrastructure
is not feasible. Data storage federation can loosely couple dis-
tributed, heterogeneous and independent resources and simplify
data sharing and exchange. We propose a data resource fed-
eration architecture which is technology agnostic and enables a
unified view of the data resources providing an abstraction layer
under which independent data storage resources are coordinated
[101].

To address scalability and performance issues we have ex-
tended our initial mono-site data management architecture [115]
by introducing modules that can be deployed on multiple and
heterogeneous infrastructures. Next, we investigated how pro-
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grammable networks can reduce the execution time of data and
I/O intensive workflows [116].

To demonstrate the usage of the proposed methods and tools,
we have applied them to real world applications. The performance
and usability of our data pipeline model for web services is eval-
uated with an indexing workflow [86, 18] and a data-intensive
medical visualization workflow [85]. Next, we applied our stor-
age federation approach to a well known data-intensive workflow
based on Montage [116]. Finally, we analyze usage data of our
storage federation approach coming from the VPH-Share project
infrastructure which is used for executing medical applications.

In summary, we have elaborated new methods and tools to
speed up data intensive applications. These methods and tools
enable scientific discovery with smart data processing infrastruc-
tures that are loosely coupled, scalable, provide access to legacy
components through an abstraction layer.

To build a truly global processing infrastructure it is necessary
to move data processing nodes to allow to coordinate, analyze and
synthesize data and information. Data movement however, is rel-
atively expensive and slow compared to computation. This is
caused primarily by the disproportional increase of data storage
against the network capacity and speed. Spreading data transfers
over the network and moving data only when needed will bridge
this gap. Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks have proved to be robust
and scalable and combined with the use of content addressing
hold the potential to provide a global file system that will pro-
vide the necessary data fabric for connecting eInfrastructures. In
content addressing, data are uniquely and permanently identified
by hashing their content. Using data compression algorithms,
large datasets can be split into blocks and each block uniquely
identified by its content. This way a dataset may be simply a
collection of blocks in a specific order and by rearranging or re-
placing blocks would result in a different dataset. Assuming the
existence of power law probability distributions in the frequency
and proximity of blocks we can dramatically improve the perfor-
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mance of data transfers by moving data only when needed.
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Om optimaal gebruik te kunnen maken van de rekenkracht
van verschillende bronnen, worden wetenschappelijke applicaties
tegenwoordig geografisch verdeeld. Deze applicaties worden vaak
ingericht om verscheidene taken zo uit te voeren dat data er ge-
transformeerd uit komt; het eindresultaat wordt berekend, gecon-
troleerd en geanalyseerd.

Wetenschappelijke workflows worden ingezet om data trans-
formaties te volbrengen en ze worden opgezet door op zichzelf
staande applicaties of web services. Veel gebruikte remote invoca-
tion protocols, weer gebruikt door web services, zijn niet geschikt
om data te verplaatsen, omdat ze niet schaalbaar zijn en omdat
ze significante overhead produceren bij het verplaatsen van grote
hoeveelheden data.

Zelfs als er gebruik wordt gemaakt van file transfer om data
te verhuizen tussen taken in de workflow, worden er vele tijdeli-
jke bestanden aangemaakt en uitgewisseld via een derde locatie.
Doordat er extra bestanden worden gegegeneerd en overgeslagen,
loopt de uitvoering van de workflow vertraging op, gezien een
nieuwe taak in de workflow niet gestart kan worden voordat de
voorgaande taak volledig is afgerond.

Een andere uitdaging in de uitvoering van workflows bestaat
uit het volledig en op volgorde verplaatsen van data uit verschil-
lende gedistribueerde, heterogene en zelfstandige bronnen voor op-
slag en workflow taken.

Het belangrijkste doel van dit werk is onderzoek doen naar ef-
ficiente, schaalbare, flexibele en transparante methoden om grote
hoeveelheden data te verplaatsen tussen workflow taken en tussen
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de gedistribueerde, heterogene en zelfstandige bronnen voor op-
slag.

Het bieden van een manier waarop data feilloos kan verplaat-
sen van opslag naar opslag, van opslag naar workflow taak en
tussen deze taken, is de basis van een intelligent data processing
system, dat verschillende wetenschappelijke workflows kan onder-
steunen.

Methoden en architecture die het mogelijk maken om toegang
tot data te hebben en data uit te wisselen, zowel uit opslag als
via elkaar, zouden losjes aan elkaar gekoppeld moeten worden, en
zouden mee moeten kunnen schalen op basis van een toenemend
volume van data en verzoeken. Tevens kan men legacy tasks niet
over het hoofd zien, gezien het minimiseren van duplicatie en om
een abstracte lag aan te bieden voor gebruikers en ontwikkelaars.

We begonnen met de uitdagingen voortgekomen uit de
uitwisseling van grote hoeveelheden data tussen web services in
wetenschappelijke applicaties. Web services bieden interoper-
abiliteit en flexibiliteit, waardoor ze ideaal zijn voor overlappende,
gedistribueerde en heterogene omgevingen. Er is een toenemende
druk op web services, waar het gaat om data genereren, verzame-
len, verwerken en verplaatsen. Echter, de invocation protocol web
services zijn niet bedoeld om grote datasets te verplaatsen. De
manier waarop het management van wetenschappelijke workflows
omgaat met web services, is niet altijd de meest efficiente manier
waar het gaat om data transfers. We stellen een data pipeline
voor om de uitvoeringstijd in workflows en de druk op opslag en
netwerk te verkleinen [84, 18]

In wetenschappelijke applicaties zijn data transfers niet
beperkt tot uitwisselen van data tussen verschillende taken. Grote
datasets inzien via gedistribueerde en heterogene bronnen is een
uitdaging; aan de ene kant bestaat er een plethora aan tech-
nologien, die applicaties dwingt om grote hoeveelheden client-
implementaties te gebruiken en aan de andere kant is het niet
haalbaar om alle mogelijke vormen van opslag en infrastructuur
te uniformeren.
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Een federatie van data opslag kan gedistribueerde, heterogene
en zelfstandige bronnen losjes verbinden en het delen van data
vereenvoudigen. We stellen ons een architectuur voor die een fed-
eratie van data bronnen die niet afhankelijk is van bepaalde tech-
nologie en die een eendrachtig inzicht van data bronnen verschaft,
waarbij eem abstracte laag beschikbaar is om de onderliggende,
zelfstandige data bronnen te cordineren.

Om schaalbaarheid een plaats te geven, hebben we ons initile
mono-site data management architecture model verruimd [115]
door modules te introduceren die ingezet kunnen worden op
meerdere en heterogene infrastructuren. Vervolgens zijn we gaan
onderzoeken hoe programmeerbare netwerken de uitvoeringstijd
van data en input/output van intensieve workflows kunnen verko-
rten [116].

Om het gebruik van de voorgestelde methoden te laten zien,
hebben we ze toegepast op real world applicaties. De prestatie
en het gebruiksgemak van onze data pipeline voor web services is
gevalueerd met een indexing workflow [86, 18]. Vervolgens hebben
we onze storage federation benadering toegepast op een bekende
data-intensieve workflow, gebaseerd op Montage [116]. Tenslotte
hebben we uit de VPH-Share project infrastructuur, gebruikt voor
medische applicaties, de gebruiksdata van onze storage federation
benadering geanalyseerd.

Samengevat hebben we nieuwe methoden en tools om data
intensieve applicaties te versnellen uitgewerkt. Deze metho-
den en tools maken wetenschappelijke ontdekkingen uit slimme
dataverwerkings-infrastructuren die losjes verbonden en schaal-
baar zijn en die toegang tot legacy components bieden via een
abstracte laag mogelijk.

Om een werkelijk alles omvattende infrastructuur te verwezen-
lijken, is het nodig om data processing modules te verplaatsen zo-
dat er ruimte is om data en informative te cordineren, analyseren
en synthetiseren. Het omzetten van data is echter relatief duur en
langzaam als je het vergelijkt met het uitvoeren van berekenin-
gen op data. Dit verschil is te verklaren door een onevenredige
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stijging van data opslag ten opzichte van de capaciteit en snel-
heid van het network. Om dit gat te overbruggen is het verdelen
van data transfers over het gehele network en het verplaatsen van
data alleen wanneer dat nodig is een oplossing.

Peer-to-peer (P2P) netwerken zijn bewezen krachtig en schaal-
baar genoeg en gecombineerd met het gebruik van content ad-
dressing hebben deze netwerken de potentie om een allesomvat-
tend systeem te verschaffen waar de opzet van data de einfras-
tructuren met elkaar kan verbinden.

Bij content addressing wordt de inhoud van een dataset uniek
en en permanent gehashed. Door het gebruik van data-compressie
algoritmes kunnen grote datasets in blokken gesplitst worden,
waarbij elk blok als uniek gedentificeerd is door haar inhoud. Op
deze manier kan een dataset eenvoudigweg een verzameling van
blokken in een bepaalde volgorde zijn, waarbij het herordenen of
vervangen van blokken een nieuwe dataset tot gevolg heeft. Als
we het bestaan van power law probability distributions in de fre-
quentie and nabijheid van blokken veronderstellen, dan kunnen we
de prestatie van data transfers sterk verbeteren, door data alleen
te verplaatsen wanneer dat nodig is.
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